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PART I--
RESEARCH NOTES

Andrasfalvy, A. Further linkage

information of ~ & sts genes.

ms-2 is pretty close to ~ on
Chr. 2. The exact location should

be determined by more accurate tests.
ms-3 is identical with ms-42 and located near to hI on Chr. 11.

ms-17 lies most likely near or between dl and bu on Chr. 8.

ms-26 seems to be on Chr. 2 revealed by-a test~ith~.

ms-33 locus on Chr. 6 between positions 19 and 28.

sts=stamen suppressor (sl-6, TGC 18) has to be near ~ on Chr. 3.

Other genes resisted linkage studies with chromosome tester lines,

especially ms-ll,-30,-32 and -41. Tests will be continued.

Andrasfalvy, A. Male-sterile mutants
found in Hungarian varieties.

ms-4l Spontaneous mutant of the
cultivar K 42 (Kecskemeti 42).

Anther tubes are slightly reduced
and paler than normal, contain only empty pollen. Pollen fertility in hetero-

zygotes slightly reduced. Linkage tests did not yield any information on

localization. Found by G. Asztalos.

ms-42 Spontaneous in Budai Korai (Buda Early). Anther tubes are normal

in appearance, and a low percentage of good pollen may be formed, depending on

the specific genetic background. Is allelic and possibly identical with
ms-3 on Chr. 11. Found by G. Asztalos.

sts (stamen suppressor) (preliminary symbol in TGC 18: sl-~). It differs
from sl in a marked pleiotropy: leaflets are fewer, with blunt tips; in

~+ phenotypes, inflorescences are separated by as many as 6-10 leaves.
lfnder temperate greenhouse conditions occasional stamens and functional

pollen may appear, as in sl. Sources of sts: in VF36 (Rick); FeuerkUgel

(erroneously Feuerball in~GC 18) (discovered independently by L. Lun and
G. Asztalos); VFN 8 (Rick and Andrasfalvy).

The following references g1ve more detai~ed descrLptions and experiments:

Asztalos, G.. 1968 (A new method for producing tomato hYbrid seed).

ZHldsegtermesztes (Vegetable Growing) 2:29-49. Budapest. English
Summary.

Andras falvy , A., 1966 (Effects of pollen quality on the earliness and

yield of early outdoor tomato culture). Kerteszeti Kutato Intezet
KHlemenyei (Proc. of the Res. Inst. of Horticulture) Budapest.
English Summary.

Lun, L., 1967 (1968) (Male-sterile tomato tests) Tapioszele (Agro-
botanica) 9:181-185. (Preliminary report) English Summary.

---.
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If the number of genes governing

fruit size is 100 or less, instead-.

of 1,000 or more, then repeated

selection should produce some plants which are segregating for one gene .only.

When such plants are obtained the gene can be mapped and studied by crossing

with plants of known constitution. In 1967 the F2 of the cross Red Currant X

Tangerine was grown. The fruit sizes ranged from 3 to 43 grams. The twenty

largest fruits were selected and the seed saved. Cuttings were .a1so taken,

but.J..unfortunately, became infected with virus and were discarded after two
years. Seedlings of each selection were grown in both 1968 and 1969, and

fruit weights taken. In the F2 two of the selections had fruits which were

seven grams heavier than the next largest fruit (24 g) and one selection had
fruits which were twenty grams heavier than the 24g fruit. These 3 selections

produced most interesting results. In both years, seeds from these plants,

and selections from them, produced curves with several mod~s. This would'

indicate that few genes are segregating. It is expected that one more year

will produce some true-breeding types which differ by one fruit-size gene.

Butler, L. Disruptive selection
for fruit size.

Clayberg, Carl D. Mapping male-sterile

~enes on chromosome 11.

Four-point tests of ms-7, ms-12,

and ms-14 using an ~-hl-l tester
stock have given the following

F2 data.

+hl j

9

a hl+ ++j

23

a+j +hl+ Total

27 2 7
418

3

23 17 24 4

7

19 19 19 6

6 1 10 1

Because male-sterile plants in this area generally set some fruits as a result

of outcrossing by bumblebees, pollen of all plants was examined cytologically.

--~'--" _J 4. ..
Linkage calculations for the three male-sterile genes using the product

a hI j +t+ a++

+ 44 146 39

ms-7 112 6

+ 39 184 29

ms-12 86 1

+ 43 172 27

ms-14 1 89 1

5
419

4
420

2
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Seed from a Homestead 24

plant which appeared to be
a mutant were planted in

the field in October 1967. All plants resulting from this seed were uniform

and quite similar in apperance to the original plant. They were tall but
determinate and produced fruit in very compact clusters with an abscission

layer forming in the same plane as the calyx. Phenotypic appearance of fruit

separation was intermediate between jointed and joint1ess, quite similar to

bushy.

Crill, J. Pat, ~. ~. Strobel, and Ben Villalon
A mutant similar to but distinct from bushy.

Crosses were made in the greenhouse using STEP 560, STEP 530, 393-9-D2-D1,

Tropic, and F1orade1 as female parents with the apparent mutant as the male

parent. None of the F1 plants exhibited the mutant phenotype. The F2 segre-
gations are shown below.

Parents Numbers of-progeny
Normal Mutant
30 4
33 4
27 2
42 2
75 5

F1orade1 x mutant

393-9-D2-D1 x mutant

Tropic x mutant
STEP 530 x mutant
STEP 560 x mutant

P value (2 recessive
0.23
0.36
0.64
0.64
1.00

genes)

These data indicate the mutant character is controlled by two recessive
characters. The recessive nature of the character was also indicated in the

F1 by lack of expression. F3 families produced from F2 plants exhibiting the

mutant phenotype were found to be composed of 100% mutant members.

The character appears to be distinct from bushy in that its expression

is apparently governed by two recessive genes for which the symbols cin and
cin-2 (compactinflorescence,-2) are suggested. ---

Crill, J. Pat, Ben Villalon, and~. R. Strobel
An improved technique for crossing tomatoes in
the field and greenhouse.

Routine crossing of tomatoes

is time consuming and labor-
ious. The technique des-

cribed below was developed

to facilitate the production of a large number of crosses in a short period of

time. A rechargeable model electric toothbrush (Signature brand from Montgomery

Ward) was adapted for use in collecting pollen. Bristles were removed from the
brush head and a hole drilled in the center of the head to receive a size 00

gelatin capsule. The shorter external portion of the capsule was fitted firmly
into the dmi11ed hole. The capsule must be placed into the hole close-end

first to obtain a proper fit. The brush head containing the half-capsule is

inserted into the main body of the charged unit which is then ready for use.
To operate, the capsule is placed over the flower column containing ripe anthers

at an angle of about 45° from the perpendicular and the control switch moved

to the "on" position. The vibratory motion which is produced results in pollen

collecting in the bottom of the half-capsule. Pollen sufficient for use in
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("
making 25-50 crosses may be collected in a few seconds using this method.

Flowers to be emasculated and cross pollinated are selected while the

anthers are a light green to pale yellow color prior to the production of

functional pollen. The stamens, corolla and calyx are completely removed in

the emasculation process leaving only the pistil.

,

The stigmatic surface of the altered flower is covered with pollen

by placing the half-capsule over th~ pistil and touching the stigma with
the collected pollen.

The severely mutilated but cross pollinated flowers treated as described

above set fruit equally as well as flowers crossed using the normal techniques.

The primary advantage of this method is the increased number of crosses possible
per unit of time involved. If only one pollen parent is being used per female

plant, the flowers used in crossing do not have to be marked, they are quite

recognizable because of mutilation. The chances of a random cross occurring

with this method is low because of timing and the excessive amount of pollen

applied to the stigmatic surface. Pollen remains viable for as long as 12-15

days in the capsule when. the capsule is placed in a screw-top vial containing
a desiccant and handled in the field with no special attention.

. ,

Dem~, Wesley, H. Effects of temperature on
pollen germination and tube,growth.

In a search for genetic

differences governing pollen

tube growth at high

and low temperatures, the data in the table below were obtained for the
cultivar VF36. Surprisingly, similar values were found for 15 other lines and

cultivars including Ace, VF6, VF13L, VF145, Geneva 790, Cold Set, Porter and

various FIlS of these. However, the tests on the latter were less extensive
than those on VF36, and small genetic differences may have been obscured by

the great variation found in these two characteristics.

Pollen was applied to stigmas of excised flowers from male sterile

(ms-40) VF36 plants growing in the field at'Davis. The flowers were immediately

placed on moist blotter paper in plastic sandwich boxes and incubated at

constant temperatures in the dark. Pistils were removed from a portion of

the flowers at regular intervals. Pollen germination (the number of germinated

grains on each stigma) and pollen tube growth (the average length of the 10

longest tub~s) were determined by UV fluorescence microscopy of the callose
in the pollen tubes following staining with aniline blue. Fertilization was

assumed to have taken place soon after the tubes entered the micropyle.

As expected, germination time is inversely related to temperature,

and the rate of pollen tube growth is directly related to temperature. The

increase in length of a pollen tube at anyone temperature follows the

typical growth curve.

Of practical interest is the upper limit of pollen germination and

tube growth. At Davis it is about 37.5 C. In tests run during the winter

on greenhouse flowers, the upper limit was slightly above 35 C. Temperature

-
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recordings within ovaries in the field show that many flowers have temperatures

as much as 4 C lower than air temperature around the flower on sunny days.L

Therefore pollen tube growth often occurs under conditions of very high
air temperatures.

Surprisingly, pollen germinated and grew at temperatures as low as

5 C. Howerver, at the growth rate at this temperature, it would take
about 7 days for the tubes to reach the ovules, and none of these tests
were carried beyond 3 days.

In other tests, it was found that moving flowers from optimum temperatures,

after pollen tube growth was under way, to high temperatures quickly resulted

in cessation of growth. The same was true for the reverse process, showing
that inhibiting temperatures affect both germination and tube elongation.

At high temperatures and in non-living cells, fluorescence of the

stained callose quickly disappeared; therefore the data in the table may
not be accurate at the temperature extremes.

Time of pollen germination and of "fertilization" after pollination of
excised VF36 flowers.

* Valueat 25°= 100%

Temp. Hours to

(OC) germ.

37.5 .5

35 .7

30 .8

25 1.0

20 1.3

15 3.0

10 5.0

5 20.0

Germination Hours before

No. grains/stigma %* fertilization

15.6 12 0

80.2 60 7.5

82.9 62 9

132.4 100 10

120.6 90 12

113.1 85 16

122.1 92 34

55.2 41 (160?)
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Dempsey, Wesley H. A preliminary Tomato breeders and geneti-
genetic model of fruit set. cists would be greatly aided

. if themanygenesthat
contribute directly to fruit set were grouped according to the portion of the

setting process they control. Both beneficial and deleterious genes should
be listed. The former might be useful to add to new varieties whereas the

latter give us a minimum estimate of the number of genes involved in that

portion of the process (for example, the many ~ genes governing meiosis in

the anther).

~

Below is an attempt to partition fruit set into several components

with examples of genes which operate within them.

Com£onent Gene Com£onent Gene

Floral initiation Pistil and embryo

sac development
.

Flower abortion ste

Flowers/inflorescence s
Pre-meiosis

Meiosis
Embryo sac formation

Height of style

fms

Inflorescences/plant !£.

Anther and pollen

development

Pollen germination

Pollen tube growth
Pre-meiosis

Meiosis
Pollen mitosis

Anther dehiscence

sl, ~
as- ms-- '-
ms-
~

Zygote and embryo formation

Endosperm

Flower and fruit abscission 1.

Would other readers care to add to or ~odify this list? Varieties with

superior characteristics in any of the above respects could also be listed.

Additionally, it would be useful to make note of rapid methods for screening

out superior genotypes with one or more of these traits.

Ecochard, R. Unusual genetic behaviour of
radiation-induced chlorophyll mutants.

Three mutant individuals

characterised by a clear cut

sectoring variegation of the

chlorophyll have been found to behave genetically in a way which cannot be

explained by either conventional Mendelian inheritance or plastid segregation.

All three plants were isolated in Fl progenies of the following cross:

L. esculentum 121 (aw/aw, .!II.!]., hI/hI, origin Brock) as female, L. esculentum
cv Moneymaker as male, where one of the parents had b~en irradiated in haplophase

stage. These three plants are: C6, derived from neutron irradiation of pollen
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(TGC 19:10), and Cl~ and C
1
2' derived from X-ray irradiation of the ovules one

day before pollinat1on (or gin D. de Nettancourt).

The heredity of these plants is being studied by segregation analysis

after selfing and after back-crosses (both parents and both directions)

during two successive generations.

Cll produces 100% solid yellow-greenish progenies upon selfing, and 100%
normal green plants in all four back-cross progenies. The yellow mutants
a~e normally viable, fertile and breed true for the yellow phenotype. The

normal plants derived from back-crosses segregate 3 normal: 1 yellow.

Everything thus goes as if Cll produced only mutated gametes. A normal
segregation for anthocyanin and hairiness excludes the hypothesis of a non-
participation of the Moneymaker germplasm in fertilization.

C6 and C12 present some analogy with the previous case, with the following
differences:

1) The mutant character, which is transmitted in almost 100% of the

selfed-progeny, is now represented by a variable proportion of variegated and

albina-lethal plants.

2) In the other progenies, the families which would be normal in the

case of Cll always show a small proportion of variegated individuals; the
families which would be mutant in Cll always show a variable proportion of
variegated and albina-lethal plants.

The variegated character ranges from entirely sectored plants to plants

having a single yellow spot on one of the leaves. The albina plants die off

at early cotyledon stage.

A certain resemblance of this genetical behaviour with the phenomenon

described in tomato by R. Hagemann (Can. J. Genet. Cytol. 11:346-358,1969)
suggests that paramutation may also be involved here. However, at least for

Cll' complete absence of a sectorial chimeric structure could be demonstrated
throughout the clonal propagation of the initial material.

Investigations are in progress with the aim of elucidating the genetic

mechanism(s) acting in the present material.

Twenty-eight single plant

selections from 4 F2 families
were made in 1968 for both low

and high pH. The F2 families
originated from a cross of a small-fruited, high acid line (Mo. Acc. 223 = PI
272689) and a large-fruited, low acid line (Mo. 1-417-1). A total of 378

F3 progeny plants were grown in 1969, the fruit harvested and analyzed for

Brix and pH using methods previously reported (Mo. Agric. Expt. Sta. Res. Bull.

956). Parental F2's and theXr F3 families were then classified into either
low or high pH (and Brix), using 4.5 pH and 6.0% Brix as break-points for

Ibarbia, !. A., and V. !. Lambeth. Tomato
fruit pH and Brix: selection progress
in early generations.
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the F2's and 4.74 pH and 6.14% Brix for the F3 progenies. Break-points for
the F3's were obtained by taking the average of the 28 F3 family means. Figure

1 presents the distribution of the F2 and F3 families into the four classes:
low pH (LpH), high pH (HpH), low Brix (LB), and high Brix (HB).

The LpH F2 selections tended to produce F3 families averaging under
the LpH of 4.74 while all HpH F2's produced HpR progenies. Both LpH and

HpH groups produced F3 families distributed in approximately 1:1 LB-HB ratio.
F3 families of 16 LB F2'S were distributed in about 1:1 LB-HB and LpH-HpH

ratios. Furthermore, 12 F3's from fiB F2's included 8 in the LpH class.

These data indicate considerable gene segregation for these traits in

the F3 as would be expected in quantitatively inherited traits. A more
conclusive interpretation of the data, however, is difficult because of the

high year-to-year variation that was observed, particularly for fruit pH.
In this respect, environmental conditions such as nutrition.are known to

greatly affect both pH and solids.

With reference to heritability of these traits, Stoner and Thompson

(Euphytica 15:377-382) reported heritability of 54% for soluble solids, and

Ibarbia and Lambeth (Jour. ASHS 94:496-498) obtained broad sense heritability

of 59% for Brix, 34% being attributable to additive gene action. Wa1kof and

Hyde (Canad. Jour. P1t. Sct. 43:528-533) observed that high acidity was

highly heritable. These findings, together with those reported for Brix

and pH in Mo. Agric. Expt. Sta. Res. Bull. 956, suggest that individual

plant selection, aided by concurrent progeny testing, beyond the F3 generation
would be effective in developing low pH-high Brix lines.

In this study of 23 LpH F2 selections, 8 F3 families (34%) had desirable
LpH-HB combinations. Other data, as yet unpublished, gave estimates of

genetic correlations (rG) of 29% and 31% between low pH and high Brix.
While these estimates may not be statistically significant (see Robertson,

Biom. 15:469-485), they can not, at the same time, be ignored; they seem
to suggest that selection efforts toward isolating LpH-HB lines would be
successful.

~~ -~- --~-

12 L8 2

LpH- . HPII HB 3
7

HpH
5

16
H 0

SelectionF2 .. ..
) F2 Selection16 9 .. faTiies ... 5

12(1968) I I (1968)
7 .. HB .. 7

8
HpH '" 4..

8 8.. LpH ...

(1969)

Fig. 1. Performance of 28 F2 single plant selections and their respective
F3 families for fru1t pH and Brix.
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Kerr, !. A. Yellow emergent (.l~) and
vires cent orange (vo) distinctive,

productive mutants of tomato.

~ and vo, natural mutants
found in the spring of 1967,

produce plants of nearly
normal size and excellent

fruit production. They are simple recessives. (Complete F2 counts were not
recorded. In the linkage studies all mutant plants were saved and also

sufficient normals to bring each population to 150 plants). They are not

allelic with each other or with v-2. ~ or 11. Seed has been sent to K. Verkerk

(~and vo), M.L. Tomes (vo) and R.H. Whalen (~) for comparison with other
genes affecting chlorophyll production and fruit color and for further
linkage studies on chromosome 3.

Yellow emergent (~) arose in an F4 breeding line derived from 'Roma
VF' x 'Viceroy'. The cotyledons are bright yellow when they emerge from the

ground but gradually turn green. The new leaves also are yellow but

beginning at the tips, turn normal green. Yellow emergent has not been

compared directly with sunny (~) but the cotyledons o~ tQe latter (TGC 9:23)

are green on emergence. Like~, ~ is on chromosome 3 near wf, but probably
is more distant. Seed from 63 of the wf F2 segregants was grown in the
greenhouse. Twenty-three segregated for ~ giving a total of 687 normal
and 94 ~ plants. This gives a crossover value of about 25 units. No
suggestion of linkage was obtained with genes on the following chromosomes:

1-1.; 2-£" ~; 4-.~,.;5-~3 6-~.E3 7-.g~3 8-.8£; 9-ah; 10-,!! Q.!.; 1l-~.

Population 1

Population 2

Population 2

Population 2

++ 75
++ 70
++ 72
++ 77

+ wf 30
+ wf 39
+ sf 33
+ wf 22

~ + 37
~ + 40
~ + 30
sf+ 35

~ wf 0 ~8% C.O.
~ wf 0 <15% c.o.
~ sf 10 46% c.o.
sf wf 8 47% c.o.--

Virescent orange (vo) appeared in the cultivar 'Roma VF'. Like~, it can
be classified with a high degree of accuracy one day after emergence. Seedlings

of vo contain slightly more chlorophyll than~. During growth in the field
the plant remains vires cent but does not have as large a yellow growing point

as~. The mature leaves are somewhat pale green with a bluish cast and
frequently with yellow-green growth zones. The mature fruits have orange or

tangerine colored flesh. However, the outer wall, especially on the exposed

side, contains considerable red pigment. Suggestions of distant linkage

were obtained with ~ in lout of 2 F2 populations and with dl but not.8£.

The mutant vo is not closely linked with the following genes: I-I.; 2-~; 3-wf;
5-mc; 6-~; 7-~, ~; 8-.8£, dl; 10-u, Q.; II-a.

Laterrot ~., and K. Pecaut.
seedling mutants.

Anthocyaninless This study concerns 7
natural mutants which have
been found at the Station

A

d'Amelioration des Plantes Maraicheres (INRA) in Montfavet and an 8th

mutant found by CLAUSE Co. in the variety Primabel. It is from among about

400,000 seedlings, of very different genetic sources, that these 7 mutants

first have independently appeared, but it is impossible to affirm that all
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anthocyanin mutants have been isolated.

Tests of allelism have been realized, primarily between these 8 new

mutants, secondly between these and a collection of known mutants: ,!,'.!&

ah, aI, aw, bls.
,

Source Seedling phenotype of mutants

Piernita

CSAP
Chico grande
Marmande

Alabama T 58-19

Rayon de soleil.

total absence of anthocyanin" ""
"
"

"
"

"
"

" " "

VF 14

speckling of anthocyanin on hypocotyl and
stem
absence, or fugacious trace, of anthocyanin

on hypocotyl, norm~l ~resence on other
organs
idem VF 14, but total absence of anthocyanin
on hypoctyl

Primabel

Therefore, ah allele appears in Piernita, CSAP and Chico grande,.!& allele
appears in VF 14 and Primabel.al allplp in R<2vnn ..f.. """1,,,,-11 ""-- ---~--~-

Tests of allelism
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 a ag ah al aw bls

1.Green Piernita 0 0 + + + + + + + 0 + +
2.Green CSAP . . . . +

3.Green Chico grande . . . +
4.Green VF 14 0 + + + + 0 + . +
5.Green Primabel + + + + . . + + +
6.Green Rayon de soleil + + + . . 0 . +
7.Green Marmande + + + + + + +
8.Green Alabama . + . . + +

0 = anthocyanin deficient

+ = normal hypocotyl
. = cross not realized
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It is necessary to note that, as did P. WETTSTEIN-KNOWLES, we have

observed some differences of phenotype in the ~series, between the VF 14
mutant, Primabel mutant and the ~ mutant (LA 780, Rick origin).

~

Variegation (V) occurs

chiefly as sectors in
the first two or three
leaves and stems of

young seedlings. Two types, pale pubescent (pp) and dark green (dg), occur.
Pale pubescent shows no change in pubescence but is pale green due to absence
of palisade cells. Dark green is always much less pubescent and sometimes

nearly glabrous. Either type may occur in progeny of Woolly or non-Woolly

plants derived from Woolly. However, dg is more common in progeny of Woolly,
with some lines having as high as 23 percent dg but no pp. Some non-Woolly

lines with no dg had high percentages of pp; one line contained 90 percent.

Lesley, J. W., Margaret M. Lesley, and R. K. Soost

Further study of variegation initiated by
Woolly (Wo).

Fl.
Inheritance of V is biparental.

F2 and BC ratios vary widely.
Outcrossing gives mostly non-variegated

~

Backcross data with dg and aw in repulsion indicate association.
Assuming linkage, about 21 to 27 percent recombination is indicated. No

association was found between aw and pp. Association between dg and Me and

Wo was significant. If linkage-is assumed, recombination was 32 percent with
both Me andWo and is consistent with the close linkage of Me and Woo

Association of pp with ~ occurred both in coupling and repulsion

(Table), indicating linkage. Inheritance of ~ was monogenic, but that of pp

was variable and heterogeneity chi square was significant. However, only
two small F2 families (Table) show lack of association. They contained
very high percentages of pp and may be homozygous for pp. Percent recombi-
nation was low, varying around 2 to 4 percent. Chromosome 11 shows no

association with chromosome 2. Our previous report of independence (Genetics

48:943-955,1963) was in error because of failure to separate the two types
of variegation.

The evidence suggests that dg results from a modification in chromosome

2 near Wo but that pp is closely linked with ~ in chromosome 11. Both dg
and pp show irregular inheritance, indicating interference with functioning.
They occasionally form sterile branches but neither has occurred as a whole

plant. High and low lines can be established and both are expressed chiefly
in young seedlings. The similarity in behavior suggests a similar mechanism
acting in th~ two chromosomes.

Butler (Can. J. Botany 38:365-379,1960) postulated a duplication or

inversion in chromosome 2 of Woolly. An occasional loop in the euchromatin

of the long arm was found. Position effect then might explain the occurrence

of V. However, since pp and dg are associated with different chromosomes,

~
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position effect is not a wholly satisfactory explanation. Bridges have been
observed in somatic cells of high V lines. Stickiness, elongation, and bridges

are also present in patches of p.m.c. 's of Woolly plants. At Al' two pairs
of chromosomes may form bridges, each with a fragment. . One of these is
chromosome 2; the other pair is smaller. A semi-detached fragment was

repeatedly observed in both non-Woolly and Woolly plants. Transient
occurrence of stickiness during the seedling stage, or transmission of

chromosomes with a semi-detached fragment, could result in the production

of fragments and patches of abnormal cells.

,

Chi square test of linkage between a, anthocyaninless, and pp, pale

pubescent variegation. a+ = anthocyanin present; + = non-variegated; C =
a and pp coupled; R = a and pp in repulsion.

Parentage Phase P

65.089.1 selfed C

65.089.1 x 65.104.62 C

65.14;1..5 selfed C

65.141.5 x 65.140.62 C

67.019.4 selfed C

67.019.5 selfed C

67.018.7 selfed C

67.018.8 selfed C

67.09l.5b x 67.063.12 R

59.044.4 selfed R

59.061.1 selfed R

63.111.16 selfed

65.121. 2 selfed

66.010.31 selfed

a+ +

36

82

52

209

243

162

284

128

42

260

105

'72

41

36

a+

128

19

11

36

15

116

54

35

17

13

15

a+ pp

6 3

~ pp

17

47

14

119

54

21

73

34

30

3

2

46

18

16

99

21

157

88

X2

47 <.01

6 45 34 <.01

9 6 24 <.01

17

37

36

22

10

121

91

37

105

69

29

71 <.01

<.01

<.01

<.01

77 <.01

<.01

6 .02

5 .02

7 .01

1 .30

4 .05

Singed (sn), closely
resemb1e;-hair1ess (h1)
but is no~.allelic to

it (TGC 11:15). Singed is easily recognized in young seedlings. F2 usually
contains less than on quarter singed. With 558 F2 plants the single gene
chi-squarewas 2.9, P =: 0.1. Wilty (wt) in chromosome5 is "notoriously

sensitive in its expression" (Rick, ~, T~C 8:30). In the field scoring

Lesley, J. .!!"and Margaret M. Lesley.

(sn) and chromosome 5.
Singed

--- -~-- -- - --
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is relatively satisfactory and the F2 ratio was 413:145, but in the greenhouse
it was 463:123, with one case 52:1. The extreme wi1ty condition was more

common in singed than non~singed. In four closely related field-grown families
from sn wt/ sn + X sn wt/++ the expected ratio is ++3: + wt 1: sn + 3: sn wt 1.

The combined~ata (Table) suggests linkage according to phase but not in---

progenies where there was a deficiency of wi1ty. The heterogeneity chi-square

is 20 and is significant, with DF 3, P = .01. One small backcross also suggests
linkage according to phase. Seven field grown F2 families (Table), all with

sn and wt coupled, suggest linkage except for one small family, 60.103.3

se1fed.--The heterogeneity chi-square is 20, and with DF = 5 and is significant.\

Reco~bination between wt and sn was 22~ 3 per cent. Five greenhouse-grown

F2 families with ~ and wt in repulsion did not indicate linkage. The F2 ratio
wt+ : wt was 482:84 so that dependable data with wt and sn in repulsion are

lacking.' Macroca1yx (mc) is 61 map units from wt in chromosome 5 (C1ayberg et a1.,

J. Hered. 57, 1966). A field-grown F2 containing 185 plants with ~ and mc
in repulsion suggests linkage: chi-square = 4, P = .05 with 39+ 4 per cent

recombination. Trifoliate tf is in chromosome 5,30 units from wt. In an

F2 of 433 plants sn and!f were independent. Our F2 data indicate 23 per cent
recombination between!f and mc and are consistent with 31 map units of
C1ayberg et a1., ibid. The data fit the order sn wt mc!f better than the
standard wt tf mc, with sn to the left of wt. Singed plants tend to be less
fertile thanJaon-singed sibs. Irregu1arties in meiosis have been observed

and in some p.m.c. 's translocation between chromosome 2 and another chromosome,
tentatively identified as number four (Lesley, Lesley and Soost, Genetics:

1963). Further study indicates that it may be number 5. Singed is not closely

linked with ~ in chromosome 2 or with z,~, £, a1 or~. On the whole there
is considerableevidencethan sn is in chromosome5.

Segregation of singed (sn) and wi1ty (wt).

Phase ++ + wt sn + sn wt + wt Linkage P
Chi sq.

Expected indep. 3 1 3 1

64.202.5 X 64.201.6 C 39 6 45 7 84 13 0
64.202.5 X 64.201.6 C 19 2 20 5 40 7 0
64.201.6 X 64.202.6 C 33 13 36 14 69 27 1
64.202.6 X 64.201.6 C 54 9 14 28 68 37 30 .01
Combined C 145 30 115 54 261 84 10 .01

Expected BC indep. 1 1 1 1
64.203.2 X 64.201.6 C 20 5 9 12 29 17 7 .01

Expected F2 indep. 9 3 3 1
66.117.4 selfed C 139 18 10 33 149 51 69 .01
60.103.5 selfed C 21 0 6 4 27 4 5 .02
60.103.3 selfed C 16 5 7 3 23 8 0
64.038.1 selfed C 65 14 5 9 70 23 10 .01
62.032.3 selfed C 25 8 2 5 27 13 4 .05
62.032.1 selfed C 105 20 12 26 117 46 40 .01
Combined C 371 65 42 80 413 145 11 .01
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Marchesi, Giuseppe E. Mechanical
collector for tomato pollen.

A collector has been

devised from a battery
powered Braun Parat-BT

shaver. The shaving block was removed and the head fitted with a ring
43 mm in diameter. A cylindrical aluminum container was inserted into the

ring to collect the pollen. Other materials such as steel, glass or plastics

might be used for the cup. Several containers are needed for collecting

from different cultivars. The cup is 43 mm outer diameter, 37 mm inner, and
42 mm high. The upper surface has a circular opening 26 mm in diameter. One

side of the cup has a rectangular~opening 12 x 9 mm through which a

vibrating metal rod projects into the cup. The base of the cup is rounded
to facilitate cleaning, for which ethyl alcohol is used.

The vibrating blade-bearing shaft was pressure fitted with a stainless

steel rod 14 mm long welded to a brass carrier 13 mm long. This rod juts 21

mm into the cylindrical container and when vibrated loosens the pollen from

the tomato flowers held manually in the upper opening of the cup. Pollen
falls by gravity to the bottom of the container.

Power is supplied by four 1.5 volt batteries set in a box 110 x 76 x 31 mm,
all of which weighs 250 grams. The body of the shaver has an on-off switch.

. The shaver is thus transformedinto a light, easily-handled,non-
bulky device. The battery box can be carried in a pocket so both hands
are free to handle the collector and the tomato inflorescences.
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Mey, J.A.~. van der, and D. de Nettancourt
Synchrony of mitotic frequencies in the

emerging radicle of tomato.

Whereas the delaying
effects of irradiation

on germination and

seedling growth are well

known, no data appear to be available on cell division kinetics in either
control or irradiated populations of germinating tomato seeds. To obtain a

better understanding of the situation an attempt was made, in two successive

experiments, to estimate mitotic indices at the onset of radicle emergence
in control and irradiated material of line LA 13. 2,600 and 3,000 rad of

fast neutrons were used. Seeds were sown on agar at 21°C.

The seeds were scored for germination at 85 minutes interval and root

tips were fixed at different time intervals after radicle emergence over

periods ranging from 0 to 40 hours, in the 1st experiment and from 0 to 26
hours in the 2nd experiment.

The results in Table 1 indicate that the first mitotic divisions in

both treated and con~rol material occurred in waves and that the differences
between peaks (high frequencies of cell divisions) and valleys (low frequencies)

are large enough to allow, for each experiment, a rough estimate of mitotic

cycle times. The duration of the mitotic cycle calculated in this manner
varied from 10 to 15 hours in the control and from 13 to 22 hours in the

irradiated series. As a rule, irradiated material showed a far greater

variability in cell kinetics. Synchrony in cell division is not maintained,
however, and no estimates of mitotic cycle times can be made after the third

division wave unless special marker techniques (colchicine or 3H thymidine) are
employed which are more precise but have the disadvantage of interfering with

the processes involved.

Table 1. Mitotic index in relation to hours after germination.
(calculated, for 7 root tips per time interval, from a sample
of approx.1500 cells).

. Mitotic index + standard error after -angular transformation of percentages
(prophases were not scored).

** Same as in first experimentbut includingprophases.

ExperimentI ExperimentII

Control Irradiated Control Irradiated

Time Mitotic Time Mitotic Time Mitotic T1me Mitotic
interval index* interval index. interval index.. interval index.*

0.3 0.12;tO.06 0.1 0.B5:t<J.12
2. 0.B8:t<J.16 3.6 1. 25j:O. 22 2.1 1. 26;tO.13 1.9 1. B3.:t.°' 17

5.B 0.97;tO.06 6.7 1.2l;tO.25 4.25 1. 24;tO.09 4.9 0.96;tO.OB
11. 0.73;tO.f3 12.5 0.63;tO.09 7.3 1.10:t<J.OB 7. 0.70:t<J.10
14.3 1. 74;tO. 24 16.0 1.06.:t.°.16 10.]5 0.B6;tO.OB 10. 0.94;tO.OB
16.7 1. 55;tO.15 19.0 1.l2;tO.16 13.4 0.6l;tO.09 14.75 1.°8:t<J.03
20.2 1.40:t<J.14 23..0 0.74:!:Q.,.2B l6.B 2.00:t<J.1B l6.B 1.l8:t<J .10
22.7 0.5;tO.14 26.3 0.2 ;to.11 19.2 1.9 ;to.1B 20.0 1.4l;tO.11
24. 1. 72;tO.29 30.B O. 93;tO. 17 22.25 1.9l.:t.°.16 23.B 1. 49;tO.19
27.6 1.56;tO.17 39.0 0.4l;tO.12 25.75 1. ;to.5
33.3 1.08:t<J.20
37.3 1.4.29
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Mey, J.A.M. ~ der,and D. de Nettancourt
Somatic elimination in tomato plants

irradiated with fast neutrons at the dry

seed stage and at the seedling stage.

A study of the frequency
of chromosomal aberrations

(anaphase bridges ~nd

laggers) in radicles fixed ~.

at different times after

the onset of radicle emergence (see precedi~g note) shows that no aberrations

were found approx. 370 hours after the beginning of radicle emergence

(fig. I), a period which corresponds roughly to 25 cell cycles (preceding
note). Elimination is fastest during the first two cycles (decline from 63 to

~

% aberrant anaphases
100

60

. . 3000 rad.

0 0 2600 rad.

80

40

20

10 20 30 40

1e I 2e I 3e

50 60 70 170

15C mitotic cycles

. 250 370
hours after germination

4e

flg.1: decrease of anaphase abnormalities in relation to the number of hours
after germ Inatlon and the number of postulated mitotic cycles
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20% abnormal anaphases) and slower afterwards. A cytological investigation
of lateral roots 250 hours after germination revealed the existence of

cytochimeras and indicated that these roots possibly originate from more than
one cell initial.

That somatic elimination of gross chromosomal aberrations is rapidly

completed in irradiated tomato meristems was further emphasized by root

analyses of leaf and stem cuttings taken at different levels of 21 plants
which had been irradiated at early seedling stages. Regardless of the plant

level investigated, only few aberrant anaphases (3% on an average as compared
to 0.7% in the controls) could be detected. Approximately 50% of these
aberrations were double bridges (possibly dicentric chromosomes which can

perpetuate themselves during several divisions), whereas the others were

single bridges (16%) and laggers (14%) which probably resulted from delayed
irradiation effects. In addition, persistent nucleoli in metaphase and anaphase

were sporadically observed in 8 of the control plants and at much higher
frequencies (30%) in 4 irradiated individuals.

A similar experiment carried out with tetraploid material (17 control

plants and 48 irradiated individuals of 4 N Lukullus and 4 N Money Maker)

did not reveal a greater tolerance to chromosomal aberrations in polyploid

tissue. Yet, it was possi~le to observe, in this material, a significant
decrease in percentages of aberrant anaphases from the first leaf level

(5.6%) to the 6th leaf level (0.7%). Although the delayed nature of some of
the irradiation effects in the tetraploids was clearly demonstrated by

the observation that 5% of all aberrant anaphases displayed both a single

bridge and a fragment, one plant regularly exhibited, on every 3 out of 4

succeeding side shoots, very high proportions of double bridges, singles
and laggers. The phenomenon was observed repeatedly and must be attributed
to the presence of a dicentric or of a ring chromosome in one of the
initial cells involved.

Mey, ~.A.~. yan der, and D. de ~ett~ncourt
Pollen abortion as a criterion of chimerism

in the sporogenic tissue of the Ml plant
after seed irradiation.

A systematic analysis
of pollen abortion at
different cluster levels

of plants which had been

irradiated as dry seeds
(lines LA 13, Line 83 from NUNHEM's Money Maker and the hybrid LA 13 x LA 180;
3,000 rad of fast neutrons) indicates that a rapid estimate of the chimerical

structure of the plant is possible. The results obtained (Fig. 1) show that
the course of different cell lines can be charted from cluster to cluster

and within the cluster. When the number of pollen classes - separation based
on 99% confidence limits - is taken to represent the number of cell lines

involved, it can be concluded that, as an average of 2 (1-3) cell lines
are responsible for the formation of the entire sporogenic tissue of the
plant. In many cases evidence was obtained that different cell lines contributed

to the same cluster and that chimerism is more often expressed within the

cluster than between clusters. Hence, it is more important, when searching
for mutations, to screen all fruits from a few clusters rather than a few

fruits from many clusters.
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Nettancourt, D. de and R. Ecochard- -, -
Analysis of a new specificity

formed during inbreeding in a

clonal population of L. £eruvianum.

A genetic analysis has
been carried out of the

new specificity observed
in an inbred population

derived from selfing an

irradiated clone of~. £e~u~!~~u~ (TGC: 18 and 19).

Crosses to the mother clone (81-82) and to the three tester-stocks

(81-82,81-83 and 82-83) which have been identified in a di-allelic crossing,
programme involving 25 members taken at random in the inbred populations,

were carried out. The results obtained indicate that the entire population
can be classified into three distinct groups (81-82, 81-83 and 82-83).

As can be seen from Table 1, the new specificity (83) was, in most cases,

perfectly functional and active in both the pollen and the style. A few

aberrant plants were observed, however, which were either male-sterile

(pollen stainability test) and/or female-sterile (as revealed by crossing
tests with unrelated testers from a completely different stock). Two plants,
first classified as female-sterile after crosses with 81-82,81-83 and

82-83 testers, proved to be perfectly fertile in crosses with unrelated
stocks. Reciprocal crossing of individuals with the new specificity
(81-83 and 82-83) to the original clone revealed that the new specificity

factor and the original ones segregated normally in a 1 : 1 ratio in the

gametes.

The self-progenies of the only two individuals which had expressed, at
certain periods of their growth-cycle, a high degree of self-compatibility

are now being tested for the presence of new specificities. Test-crosses
with one of these ,families prove to be very difficult because of inbreeding

effects which lead to considerable weakness and sterility. The other family is
perfectly normal in vigour and segregates for the same three specificities

which have been observed in the previous generation.

These results, which summarize four years work and which are to be

published in details after completion of similar experiments on non-irradiated
material, give ~ise to the following conclusions: 1) The emergence of a new

specificity, which, in one case, was observed several generations after

irradiation treatment, is probably not ascribable to the treatment but to an

inbreeding effect similar to the one reported for'red clover by DENWARD
(Hereditas 49: 189-334,1963). 2) DENWARD's hypothesis that the new specificity

is controlled by the entire genotype of the plant rather than by the single

~ locus alone appears irrelevant to the present situation where back-crossing
to the mother clone did not disturb the expected segregation ratio and did

not reinstate the original specificity in place of the new one. 3) The

possibility that intra-locus crossing-over is involved in the formation of

new specificities cannot be discarded but appears unlikely in view of the fact

that very large numbers of gametes from a same plant were found to carry the

new specificity. 4) 8ince all of the plants expressinga tendancyfor
self-compatibility were. found to segregate for the same three specificities,
the hypothesis appears reasonable that inbreeding switched-on, in these
plants, a very closely linked locus which had been inert up to that time
and switches-off the locus previously in charge. The two plants with three

specificities in the style would then represent a case where switching-off

of the main locus did not occur. As only heterozygotes at the 8 locus have
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been observed after illegitimate se1fing, the suggestion is made that this

switching process possibly takes place in the homozygous individuals shortly
after fertilization. 5hou1d this be the case, the formation of a new

specificity would be the consequence of pseudo-compatibility (induced in

rare genetic backgrounds or by environmental conditions) rather than the

cause of self-compatibility. (Authorization is given here to use this

preliminary report as a reference in the literature).

Table 1: Number of plants classified and genetic classification proposed

for the progeny derived from se1fing a single inbred individual

of ~.peruvianum (M3 generation).

Test - crosses performed Number . Genetic

! of plants classification

x 51-52 x 51-53 x 52..;.53 x 51-52
classified proposed

+ + - 62 51-52

+ - + + 59 81-83

+ + - + 1
52-83

+ + - + 1
82-83 (steri1ity)

- 4 completelysteri1e*

+ 1
81-83( steri1e)**

.
+ - + - 3

81-83 (53 pollen sterile)

+ + + + 1
81-83 + self-compatibility

+ + + +. 1 self-compatibility

+ + + 1 unknown
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It has been reported
(TGC:19) that under

high light intensity

the necrotic symptom
associated with neg increased. When this response was tested using leaf

discs and stem sections of neg and the parental variety Condine Red, plant
tissue derived from neg browned much faster than those from the parental
variety (Table 1).

Browning is often associated with the presence and the oxidation of

hydroxylated phenolic compounds (Shimazono, H., Arch~Biochem. Biophys.
83:206-215, 1959). Therefore, a comparative study of the accumulation
of simple and polyphenols, e.g. lignin, was initiated.

Phloroglucinol staining of fresh stem sections as well as gravimetric
method (Armitage et al. J. Soc. Chem. Inc. (Lond.) 67:241, 1968) were

utilized for comparative estimation of lignin. The result of this study
indicated that neg has less lignin than its parental variety (Table 2).

Methylated phenols are subject to oxidation and hence to browning
(Finkle, B. J., et al. Nature 197: 902-903,1963), therefore, lignin residues

from the gravimetric analyses were used for the determination of the methoxyl

group. The result of duplicate determinations (Table 3) shows that lignin
isolated from neg was less methylated. This result suggests that lignin
biosynthesis may be blocked at methylation or a step prior to it.

Paper chromatography of ethanolic extract of leaves of the mutant

and the parental variety also revealed the presence of a phenolic glycoside
in large amounts in the mutant and its absence in normal plants. The
significance of this finding will depend on the identification of this
compound, which is in progress.

Noor, ~. A., w. !!. Lachman, and H. y. Marsh
Investigation of the metabolic block in

neglecta (neg).

Table 1. The effect of light intensity on the browning of stem sections
and leaf discs of neg and Condine Red.

300 ft-c

Light
intensitz

1200 ft-c

Stems sections

Time Per cent browning
in hr neglecta Condine Red

6 10 0

12 30 0

18 100 0

6 60 0

12 85 0

18 100 0
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Table 1 (cont.)

Light
intensitx.

Time
in hr

Per cent browning

ne~lecta Condine Red

300 ft-c

1200 ft-c

Table 2. The quantitative comparison of lignin in neg and Condine Red.

Table 3. Percentage methoxy1 group in the 1ignins of neg and Condine Red.

Per cent meth°!I.1

neg1ecta 1.46

1-.36

Condine Red 2.14

2.02

1970

Leaf discs

6 * 0 0

12 0 0

18 0 0

24 0 0

32 10 . 0

44 30 0

50 40 0

6 0 0

12 0 0

18 0 0

24 40 0

32 70 0

44 80 0

50 100 0

Thickness of lignified mg of lignin/gm
xylem tissue in u dry wt

neg1ecta 86 171

Condine Red 17 251
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Pea~, Q. H. Observations on wall texture
of tomato fruits.

In our breeding programs,
fruit firmness has received

much attention. The range
extends from the softness of John Baer and Rutgers thru and well beyond
the H 1350 group. Estimates of firmness are usually based on the "feel" of
the entire ripe fruit, supplemented by a dull field knife. These classifi-

cation devices are efficient in separating lines into broad classes. Except
for the work by Hamson (Cornell Ph D thesis) correlating firmness with the

pectin system in the lines from which the H 1350 family was derived and
Johannsen (Cornell Ph D thesis) describing the layers just below the epidermis,
there has been little interest in the structure of the fruit wall.

Small sections of the side wall of field ripe fruit were fixed in Carnoy's
solution in early October, imbedded, sectioned (12 mu) and stained in safranin

and fast green. The suberized red stained layer covers the epidermal cells

and penetrates between them. In some lines it may form a thin layer beneath

these cells. Immediately below the epidermis there are one to four layers
of small cells flattened in the plane of the epidermis and another layer one

to several cells deep of larger elongated cells. The main body of the

flesh is composed of very large, roughly globular cells. All the cell walls
stain green, indicative of cellulose.

In the soft fleshed G.903, there is an abrupt transition to the large cells
in the third layer below the epidermis, but in John Baer and Gardener which

are likewise soft, the layers of flattened cells are as deep as in the hard
walled breeding lines. The walls of H 1350 show a somewhat heavier suberin

covering but the cells immediately below the epidermis appear larger and
gradually increase in size thru the 7-10 layers between the epidermis and
the flesh cells. The main difference between the soft and firmer textured

fruit walls is the shape of the large flesh cells. The softer flesh was

composed of very large, roughly globular cells. The cells of the firmer

walls were more rectangular, tho of approximately the same size, and the
cell walls seemed more sharply defined than in the sections from the softer
types.

In late September fruits of a number of lines were evaluated using a shear
press. Two devices were used: a "jaw" which crushed the wall and a "knife"

which cut thru the wall. The plunger of the press travelled at 3.86 mm/min.

The pressure, with a sensitivity factor of .025, was recorded on a chart
moving at 6.92 mm/min. Discs were cut with a #8 cork borer from the side

wall of each of four locules in a fruit; four to eight fruits were sampled

from each line. Using the "jaw" applied to the inner wall of the flesh,

pressure builds up and is suddenly released as the flesh collapses. For

fruits of known age of ripeness, the pressure levels for collapse decreased
the longer the fruits were held after development of full color at 75°F.

The "knife" test indicated in the same way that different lines offered
different levels of resistance and correlated well with the field knife

technic. There seemed to be different regions of the wall involved, although
the preliminary anatomical observations do not show such regions.

The curves below indicate the type of response from lines classed

soft or hard by feel of the entire fruit. With the "knife" unit, after the
pressure was released (indicated by the dip in the curve), the pressure

increased again especially in the hard lines, to another breaking point.
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~

This was at the end of the plunger travel to just beneath the epidermis and
was interpreted as an indication of the peeling character, a measure of the
lateral fracture strength of the tissue just under the skin. While the level

of this feature was characteristic of each line, so far I have not found

structural differences that would explain it. Resistance to skin puncture
as determined by the shear press showed only minor differences between
lines.

New methods of handling tomatoes have emphasized the importance of

flesh texture. Two systems have been demonstrated and used, the high pectin
series and the original. Other varieties of different backgrounds and flesh

texture are appearing. The shear press offers a tool to objectively determine
the differences that obviously exist.

Stocks used:

38-3 (Brehm's Solid Red X ES 24) UC 145 F8

40 (Cornell 657 X UC 145) (Ace X Window Box) F6

42 Cornell 657 X UC 145 F8

Varieties as indicated.

Pelham, J. Necrosis of Tm-22/+ plants. Several reports have
been made of Tm-22/+

plants becoming necrotic
Tm-22/Tm-22 plants are notat high temperatures when inoculated with TMV.

affected.

Isogenic lines of the variety 'Craigella', all with Tm-22/+ but

differing for the presence or absence of Tm/+ and/or Tm-2/+, were used in
a study of this phenomenon. The cotyledons of young seedlings of these

lines were inoeulated with one of strains 0,1,2 or 1.2 of TMV (TGC 19:18-19).

The combined results of three fully replicated experiments are presented
in the table, which gives the percentage of necrotic plants observed. There
were 84 plants in each treatment.

TMV Strain 0 1 2 1.2
Host
genotype

Tm-22/+ 86 71 21 11

Tm-22/+ Tm/+ 0 96 0 21

Tm-22/+ Tm-2/+ 0 0 20 13

Tm-22/+ Tm/+ Tm-2/+ 0 0 0 19
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These data show a very marked genotype/strain interaction. When the

resistance of Tm-22/+ plants is supplemented by Tm/+ and/or Tm-2/+, necrosis
does not occur unless a TMV strain capable of overcoming the 'protecting'

gene (s) is encountered.

The plant breeder is left with the alternative of using Tm-22/ Tm-22,

and thereby not being able to use Tm-2, or to use Tm-22/+ together with
Tm-2/+. In either case, Tm could also be incorporated in the same variety.

He must choose between having the extra resistance afforded by Tm-2 and

risking the possibility of necrosis occuring should a TMV strain arise
which can overcome the protecting~gene(s).

Pelham, J. Linkage tests with Tm. The gene Tm, though
of economic importance,
has not been located

on a specific chromosome. Summaries of exploratory and linkage tests are

given in the tables.

Table 1. Summary of exploratory tests.

Chromosome Marker F2 BC Chromosome Marker F2 BC

1 br X* X 6 c X X
Y X

7 XJau X X gs
na X X

2 dl X
8 dl Xd X X rust X X

3 sf X X al X X
bls X

9 ah X
sy X X
r X X 10 h X X

4 clau X X u X
.

ful X 11 j X
e X hI X

5 wt X L a X

tf L** L f X

* X = no indication of linkage.

** L = significant indication of linkage.
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Table 2. Summary of linkage tests.

Table 2 gives evidence of loose linkage of Tm with wt and tf which are
both located near the centre of the known map of-chromos~e 5 (TGC 18:5).

Under certain environmental conditions the Tm/+ plants show varying
degrees of mottle, and it is possible that some of these may have been

classified as +/+ in the Tm - tf F2 segregations.

285 plants of an F2 family from a cross of Tm with~, which lies at one
end of chromosome5, were progeny tested for TMV resistance(Table3). The
Ba/~ F2 plants were relatively infertile so that fewer progenies derived from
such plants could be grown. The non-significance of the contingency test
indicates that Tm is not close to~.

Table 3. Resultsfrom progeny testingan F2 family from Tm+/+~.

F2 genotype Tm/Tm
+

Tm/+
+

+/+
+

Tm/Tm
gq

Tm/+
gq

+/+
gq

No. of plants 56 122 45 17 33 12

Contingency test: X2 = 0.137 with 2 degrees of freedom (N.S.)

Backcross and F2 families from a cross between Tm and ~ have now been
prepared to see if Tm is at the other end of the chromosome.

Further news in TGC 21.

Pelham, J. More informationon~. Since the first report
-- of ~ (TGC 18:27-31)

further crosses have been

made to observe the effect it has on the segregation of genes on chromosomes
3, 6, 9 and 11.

Combination Family Tm+ Tmt ++ +t Cont. Co.
X2

Tm - wt F2 274 90 98 33 N.S. 49.7 + 3.33

BC 58 48 39 72 8.4 40.1 + 3.32

tf F2 276 72 132 54 4.7 44.5 + 3.03

F2 332 105 130 65 5.9 43.4 + 2.76

BC 87 68 61 83 5.7 43.1 + 2.86
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The X2 values in the above table indicate that ~ is only causing
distortion of segregation ratios for factors on chromosome 9. Genes on the

other chromosomes segregate normally and are not affected by~.

Other results show that in both F2 and backcross families of crosses of

~ with Tm-22+(TMV susceptibility), ah and pum the amount of distortion

from the expected ratio differed for each marker. Tm-22 segregations were

distorted most and pum segregations least. This suggests that ~ is closest
to ~m-22 and farthest from pum, but it does not indicate the order of the
three1I1arkers.

Studies of fruits of ~/+ plants have revealed high percentages of
undeveloped seeds. To investigate the male and female components of this
phenomenon, a fully replicated experiment was carried out using isogenic lines

of the variety 'Craigella' which carry ~/~, ~/+ or +/+. All flowers
were emasculated before being hand self-pollinated or intercrossed. The

seeds from each fruit were counted; the percentage of aborted seed is given
in the following table.

m t Cross ++ m+ +t mt x2
Gene Chrom. Dev. Cont. .-

m t

Gpah pum 9 F2 412 292 99 4 58.1 63.8 54.7

BC 47 1303 909 39 64.5 70.0 1957.4

Gp pum 9 F2 565 - 70 - - 65.4

BC 720 - 530 - - 28.6

GpTm-22 bls 3 F2 48 533 20 186 111.5 0.52 0.403

c 6 F2 81 736 33 268 129.9 2.10 0.264

a 11 F2 83 774 31 230 129.9 1.55 1.050

Male
Female parent +/+ Gp/+ Gp/Gp Mean
parent

+/+ 12.6 23.7 13.3 16.5

Gp/+ 41.6 49.2 40.7 43.9

Gp/Gp 8.7 15.7 8.1 10.8

Mean 21.0 29.5 20.7 23.7
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--------

Analysis of variance shows that all three female genotypes gave

significantly different numbers of aborted seed, with the most marked

effect occurring when ~/+ was the female parent. Pollen from ~/+
plants produced significantly greater numbers of aborted seed than that from

~/~ and +/+ plants, which were not significantly different. There was

much greater abortion of seeds when ~/+ was the female than when it was
the male parent. This does not parallel the pattern of segregation ratio

distortion. Segregation of genes on chromosome 9 is equally distorted in

backcross generations whether the ~/+ plant is used as male or female parent.

It is not yet possible to say how ~ works.

Per~, Antonio T., Herbert V. Marsh,Jr.,
and William H. Lachman. Effect of GA

and Phosfon on the ~ mutant and the
normal parent.

It was reported previously
(TGC 19:1g) that the

characters exhibited by

~ could be due to an
excess of endogenous

gibberellins (GA).

To further test this possibility, GA and Phosfon (an anti-gibberellin

which reduces GA biosynthesis) were applied as soil drench to two-week-

old plants or supplied as culture medium to 5-7 day old seedlings in test

tubes to induce phenotypic changes.

Four-week-old untreated ~ had significant1y less chlorophyll and
anthocyanin than the untreated parent. GA (10-~) significantly reduced
the chlorophyll content of both materials while Phosfon did not affect the

chlorophyll level of the parent but promoted slightly the level of the

~. The untreated~, GA-treated-par=~t and GA-treated-~ contained
essentially no anthocyanin. Phosfon (10 ~) more than doubled the level
of anthocyanin in the parent and caused a significant accumulation of the

pigment in the~. The stem of the untreated ~ grew at an average
daily rate (2.52 cm/day) twice that of the untreated parent (1.15 cm/day).

Six days after treatment GA promoted stem growth in both plants; however,

Phosfon slightly reduced stem growth only in the~.

It was reported (Aust. J. BioI. Sci. 18:699) that GA strongly inhibited

root formation in red maple. Therefore, the weight of roots in untreated

soil-grown plants (5 weeks old) were determined. The roots of the.~
weighed significantly less than the roots of the parent (43112 vs. 73111 mg).
To further pursue this point, the effects of GA and Phosfon on the stem

elongation and total number of roots on 5-7 day old seedlings maintained
in test tubes under continuous white light at 25°C were studied. After 7

days under these conditions, the stems of the untreated ~ had grown twice
as much as the parent (3.4 cm vs 1.6 cm, respectively). In addition, the

~ had fewer lateral roots per seedling (8.8, average) than the parent
(13.1, average). The rates of stem growth in both plants were promoted by

GA over the concentration range of 0.01 to 10.0 ug/ml. The parent exhibited

a linear promotion of the stem growth over the entire range but the ~ did
not show such a linear relationship. At 10 ug/ml, the increase in rate of

stem elongation in the par~t was twice that of the ~ (234% and 121%,
respectively). Similarly, the total number of roots per seedling was reduced

in both plants py GA in proportion to the GA concentration.

--------
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Contrary to the results with soil-grown- plants, in the test tubes

Phosfon inhibited the rate of stem elongation in 5-7 day old yg-6 and
parent; the inhibition increased with concentration (lO-7_l0-~ Con-

centrations higher than lO-5M were toxic to the seedlings of both plants.

The ~ appears to be slightly sensitive to Phosfon as exhibited by a
slightly higher per cent inhibition of stem elongation as the concentration

increases. The total number of roots of both p~ants were inhibited to
the same extent. .

Thus, by the use of GA and th~ anti-gibberellin, Phosfon, it was

demonstrated that the phenotypic expressions characteristic of ~ could

be induced in the parent, or conversely, the characteristics of the parent

induced in the~. These observations further substantiate the suggestion
that the ~ mutation affects the level of endogenous gibberellin. The
possibility cannot be excluded, however, that mutation affects the level

of endogenous anti-gibberellin. The possibility cannot be excluded,

however, that mutation affects the level of endogenous anti-gibberellins

and this point is currently under investigation. .

Graftingbetween~
and the normal parent and
their reciprocals were
made to determine

whether immediate phenotypic transformations could be induced. Bohme and

Scholz (Kulturpflanze 8:93) reported the normalizing effect of grafting

a chlorophyll mutant in tomato onto normal plants. Two types of grafting,

side-approach (inarching) and top grafting, were performed on 6-week-old
and 4-5 week old plants, respectively.

A total of 217 successful grafts were obtained. There were 53

successful grafts between parent/parent (scion/stock); 53 parent/~;

64 ~/parent; and 47 ~/~. No drastic change in phenotypes of the
scion or stock resulted from the two types of grafting. Both ~ and
parent scions grew luxuriantly only when the stock was the parent. Some

changes in the greenness and in the anthocyanin content of the scion could

be discerned, however. Therefore, the levels of these two pigments were
determined 3 weeks after top grafting.

The chlorophyll and anthocyanin levels in the scions are shown in

Table 1. Slight increase or decrease in both pigments in the scions was

noted depending upon the stock used; however, these were not statistically

significant. In contrast, Rick (Am. Naturalist 86:173) working with a
single monogenic, highly pleiotropic mutant unquestionably demonstrated

modifications of certain phenotypic characters of the mutants toward the
normal when grafted as scions on normal stocks.

Per~, Antonio T., and William H. Lachman
Effect of grafting on the phenotypes
of the ~ mutant and the normal parent.
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Table 1. Chlorophyll and anthocyanin con_ents in the leaves and stems

of the scions in various graft combinations.

Graft combinations (scion/stock) 1/

Pigments par/par par/yg yg/par yg/yg

Chlorophyll

(mg/gm fro wt)

Anthocyanin 1/

(ASlO nm)

1/

!:../

1/

10.6+1. 41./ 9.8+0.8 5.0+0.1 4.1+0.8

0.45+.07 0.36+.04 0.27+.07 0.22+.03

par refers to parent while yg refers to~.

Means and standard error; each mean is the average of 4 replications.

One gm sample/Sml of O.lN HCl.

Chronic irradiation has

been found to constitute

a useful tool for pre-

venting floral abscission

in 1.. peruvianum
(Nettancourt and

Ecochard, TGC 19) and for allowing, thereafter, analyses of inbreeding

effects at the S locus. In order to study these same inbreeding effects
in the absence of possible interferences from radiation treatment (see

Nettancourt and Ecochard, this issue) attempts have been made to stimulate
seed-setting upon selfing by means of hormone applications (NAA) and of

temperature shocks. A clonal population, derived from the single control

plant used previously, was grown in climate rooms (12 hr day, 12,000 Lux,

23°C; 12 hr night, 17°C; relative humidity 60-70%). Five different con-

centrations of NAA were tested by spraying the mature flowers with aqueous

solutions or, in the case of the highest one (1%) by application in lanolin,

around the calyx. Two temperature treatments* were tried (32°C for 2 days

at the time o~ self-pollination and 32°C for one week). A third temperature
test was conducted by placing the flowering plants for 1 week in the open under
conditions of Dutch autumn (night temperature around 5°C). In addition,

synergistic effects were searched for by combining NAA treatments and temperature

shocks (Table 1). In all cases, pollination was made with fresh pollen
harvested from control plants.

The results obtained indicate that hormone treatment, specially at the

10-3 concentration, increases fruit-setting and that the optimum concentration

probably lies between 10-3 and 10-2, the latter having only slight effects
(Table 1). Temperature shocks alone had very weak action on fruit formation

but when used with hormone resulted in the setting of a high number of normal

and aborted fruits. With regard to seed-set, the results were almost

Perquin, ~.Q.G., and Q. de Nettancourt
Effects of hormones and of temperature
treatments on fruit formation and seed-

set upon selfin~ in a .clonal population
of 1...E,eruvianum.
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reversed, temperature being muchmore effective than hormones fOT inducing
seed formation in the limited number of fruits obtained. The distribution
data on seed-set per fruit indicate furthermore that a high seed~set could
be obtained in some fruits after temperature treatments or field tests
waich was never recorded in the hormone series.

It is tempting to postulate, in view of these results, that different
mechanisms are involved after NAA treatment (fruit-setting) and heat-shocks
or cold treatment (seed-setting). However, only weak synergistic action,
if any, could be obtained in combined treatments,and additional studies are
obviously needed for a real understanding of the situation. Yet, for all
practical purposes concerned, the experiment fulfilled its aims and sufficient
quantities of selfed-seeds are now available for an analysis of inbreeding
effects in the absence of radiation interferences.

* The choice of 32°C as a temperature treatment in heat shocks was motivated
by the results obtained by TOWNSENDand DANIELSONin Alsike clover (Non-
translocation of temperature-induced self-compatibility substance(s) in
Alsike clover, Trifolium hyb~idum L. Crop Science~, 493-495, 1968).

T.ble 11 BUecto.o£ ho...one end temperature tre.tmenb on hUt £o tion and ao.d-aot upon .eUing in .

clonal population o£ 1<. .erudenum.

TotalDUIIber lIumb.r o£ hUb £o..ed per 100 £lovero llumber o£ £ru1b in dlotribution cl..e.. tor ..o<!-aot p.r £=U I.vorago no or ao.d. I.vorogo 110 o£ ...d.
Tr.atm.nt o£ £lower.

tre.tod 110....1 I.borted Total 0 1-5 6-10 11-20 21-'0 "-40 41-50 51-60 61-10 per tr..ted £lowar per ...do<! hUt

V.tor (control) 49 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11..1...1..10-' 12 11 5 82 44 12 - - - - - - - 0.28 0.81

11..1...1.. 10-4 8' 11 4 21 6 8 - - - - - - - 0.16 1.50

11..1...1..10-5 }1 22 - 22 - 1 1 - - - - - - 0.65 '.00
11..1...1..10-6 61 19 4 2' , 10 - - - - - - - 0." 2.20

11..1...1..1 56 4 0 4 - 2 -. - - - - - - 0.04 1.0

'2°0-2 da7. 2" 9 0.4 9.4 1 4 6 5 1 - - - 1 0.99 12.8'

'2°0-2 da7.+II.I..I.. 10-' 219 45 '4 19 81 26 2 - - 1 - - - 0.'5 4.41

,2°0-2 da7o+lI.I..I..1 6, 2 - 2 1 - - - - - - - - - -
,2°0-1week 59 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
,2°0-1 veek+II.I..I..10-'

.
94 3' 64 99 '2 1 - - - - - - - 0.01 1.0

Ploldt..t ,, 6 - 6 - 1 - 1 - - - . - - 0.48 8.0
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SORESSI (TGC 17) has
described the gene bs
(brown seed), obtained

after seed treatment'with ethylmethanesulfonate. This character behaves as
an endosperm trait. By prospection in our selection material we have found
two lines, Pieralbo and (CRA x Floralou), where brown seeds appeared by
natural mutation. The results of the crosses we have made are given in the
table.

Philouze, Jacqueline A second gene for brown
color of tomato seed.

We conclude:
1. In our two lines, the brown seed character is controlled by a single

recessive gene.
2. Similar alleles at the same locus determine the brown color of Pieralbo

and (CRA x Floralou) seeds.
3. This gene is different from the bs gene described by SORESSI. We propose

the symbol bs-2 for this new gene.
4. The loci of bs and bs-2 are independent.

We are interested in these two genes, which are the earliest known markers
affecting seed color. However, we have difficulties with germination of the
brown seeds, whatever their origin.

Cross Seed number
X2normal brown

brown seed Pieralbo
x normal seed stock

Fl
all none

F2 x brown seed Pieralbo
4709 1501 (3-1) = 2.28

Fl x brown seed Soressi
133 141 (1-1) = 0.24

brown seed (CRA x Floralou)
x normal seed stock

Fl all none --..

F2 3299 1087 (3-1) = 0.11

FL x brown seed Pieralbo
453 459 (1-1) = 0.04

Fl x brown seed Soressi
all none

brown seed Pieralbo
x brown seed Soressi

Fl
all none

F2
2033 1520 (9-7) = 1.32
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In TGC 19 we concluded

that the ms-35 locus

was on chromosome 2.

Three male-sterile genes are so far localized on chromosome 2: ms-2,

ms-IO and ms-15. Regarding phenotype, ms-35 is very different from ms-2

or ms-15, but very similar to ms-IO. So the allelism test between ms-IO
and ms-35 has been made. Our results are as follows:

Philouze, Jacqueline Further studies with
male-sterile mutants ms-32 and ms-35.

"

The male sterility of San Marzano ms-IO and Pearson VF ms-35 is controlled by
alleles at the same locus. The position of this locus on chromosome 2 is

known with precision.

We have found linkage relations between ms-32 and ~ (aurea) , so we
conclude ms-32 is on chromosome 1.

In our previous work
we observed that

tomato plants carrying
Alexander's Tm-2a

(=Tm-22) gene either in the homozygous or heterozygous condition do not

show any symptoms when inoculated with TMV at temperatures below 30°C.

At temperature above 30°C Tm-2a/+ plants develop typical necrotic lesions,

whereas, Tm-2a/Tm-2a plants remain symptomless.

On the basis of the above results, the effect of temperature on the

necrotic symptom development was further studied. Tm-2a/Tm-2a and Tm-2a/+

plants were grown in a temperature-controlled chamber. The plants were -
divided into 3 groups. In the first group (treatment A) the plants were

inoculated with TMV at the cotyledonary stage and then exposed to daily

temperature (14 hours) of 40°C and night tem~erature of 35°C for 6 days.
For the next 3 weeks temperature was kept at 20°C. Plants. of the second group

(treatment B) were grown at the same conditions, but were inoculated 1 day

after the high temperature treatment. Plants of the third group (control)
were inoculated and keut at 20°C. ThP rp~m' foe nh+ ;...~~~-~ "--. ~

Pilowsky, M. (submitted by D. Lapushner)
Studies on the necrotic reaction of
tomatoes resistant to TMV.

Number of plants
2

Cross X (hypothesis 1-1)
(+) (ms)

Fl Pearson VF ms-35/ms-35
31 29x San Marzano ms-IO/+ 0.07

Fl San Marzano ms-lO/ms-lO 29 30 0.02x Pearson VF ms-35/+
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Table 1. Response of tomatoes inoculated with TMV before or after a high

temperature treatment.

Control

mosaic

symptomless

symptomless

The high temperature treatment given prior or subsequent to TMV inoculation

induced necrosis in Tm-2a/+ plants. This indicates that the presence of the

virus in the plants at the high temperature treatment is not a prerequisite

for the necrosis to appear.

Reeves, A. F. A reevaluation of "citrine".
!

Following the report of

the separation and des-

, , cription of the two genes

producing the "citrinf" phendtype (TGC 18:30), it was noted that this story
was very similar to a phenomenon mentioned in an earlier report concerning!
19-5 (TGC 12:30). In this latter report/~ gene was seen to interact with

19-5 producing a yellowish phenotype which was 'simi1a~ to the citrine
phenotype. Further crosses were made to determine the relationships between
these two situations. The results of these crosses are: (1) 1m and 19-5

allelic; (2) 1me and ~ allelic; (3) 1m and ~ allelic; (4) inv, £!, and
~ do not show interactions with 1me, nor allelism with 1m.

Assuming all of these statements are true (data in table), we are ,then

dealing with two loci: one on chromosome 7 comprising 19-5, ~, and 1m;
and the other unlocated comprising ~ and 1me. The first mentioned in each

case was the first described, so according to the TGC rules of nomenclature
the others at each locus should be renamed as alleles of the first.

It is of interest that in both allelic series listed above there is no

pair of identical alleles with respect to phenotypes under greenhouse

conditions, according to their earlier descriptions. (The original
description of 1me as an enhancer without phenotypic expression of its own

needs modification. In field cultures lme plants have a light grey-green

cast.) Most of the differences may be due to "genetic background"--modifying
genes. Evidence of these factors was seen in many of the crosses described

here. In certain families citrine showed great variability, ranging from
almost uniform yellow-green to yellow with large white patches.

Genotype Treatment A Treatment B

+/+ mosaic mosaic

Tm-2a/Tm-2a symptomless symptomless

Tm-2a/+ necrosis necrosis
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Reeves, A. F. A seedling marker for 51? Use was made of a tertiary
trisomic (1-134) in which
the extra chromosome

includes the long arms of chromosomes 10 and 5. According to the technique of

Khush and Rick (Can. J. Gen. Cytol., 1967, 9:610-631), linkage can be detected
between such a trisomic and mutants on either of the two chromosome arms

involved. A few unlocated seedling mutants were tested in hopes of finding

seedling markers for 51. Those tested were~, frg, and cn.

The Chi-squares in the table below test only the segregations within the

trisomic fraction of the family. When tested this way, com showed independence,

~ deviated significantly in two of the four families, and ~ showed linkage
in both F2 and BC tests. The gene ~ has been located on chromosome 3
(TGC 19:30). It is suggested (although by no means presumed) that ~ is
on 51 rather than 101 becausefrg does not show linkage with h (unpublished
data of Rick et al.). linkage tests of ~ with af, ~ and wt should be
carried out. -

Seeds of all stocks used in this work were supplied by C. M. Rick.

~-

Combination Family Original Cross Results

F1 F2

1m & 19-6 6811754 19-5 x lme, lm/+ 3=+; 2=lg-5
69-120 1me, 1m x 19-5 5 = 19-5

T noneit eit %eit

1me & 19 69-35 19 x 1me, 1m/+ ---- 229 163 66 28.8
69-36 " ,, ----201 157 44 21.8
69-37 " " ---- 293 293 0 0.0
69-38 " " ---- 176 176 0 0.0
69-39 " " ---- 187 140 47 25.1

1m & yt 69-32 yt x 1me, 1m/+ ---- 226 160 66 29.2
69-33 " " ---- 77 .71 6 7.7
69-34 " " ---- 271 250 21 7.7

inv, pI, ig, 69-26 pI x 1me, 1m/+ + 226 226 0 0.0
1me,1m 69-27 " " + 251 237 14 5.5

69-28 " " + 241 241 0 0.0
69-29 " " + 307 307 0 0.0
69-30 " " + 250 250 0 0.0
69-31 " " + 147 147 0 0.0
69-40 lme, 1m/+ x inv + 185 185 0 0.0
69-41 " " + 254 239 15 5.9
69-42 " " + 273 260 13 4.7
69-43 " " + 90 90 0 0.0
69-44 " " + 247 229 18 7.2
69-179 ig x lme, lm/+ + 26 26 0 0.0
69-180 " " + 24 24 0 0.0
69-181 " " + 31 31 0 0.0
69-182 " " + 15 15 0 0.0
69-183 " " + 110 110 0 0.0
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Crisp a (Cri) is a
dominant tomato mutant

which affects the leaves

of the plants. In

heterozygous condition it causes necrotic spots to appear on the leaves of

otherwise normal plants, while in homozygous condition it is effectively

lethal. The homozygous seedlings emerge but the cotyledons are necrotic
stubs and the leaves, if they form, are also no more than necrotic stubs.

Eventually the homozygous seedlings die. Cri is one of the mutants from
the Stubbe series III and has been located on several different chromosomes

(TGC 15; TGC 17). Recently we have found conclusive evidence that this

mutant is on still another chromosome -- 7 (Table 1). In the F2 with La,
Cri/Cri was scored against La/+, thus treating Cri as a recessive. This

was possilHe because the leaf shape of La/+ is easily identifiable in the
small reduced leaves of Cri/Cri. This data is confirmed by another non-

chlorophyl mutant of the same chromosome.

After finally finding a two point confirmation of the location of Cri,
we looked back over the 'data for the previously reported linkages. It turns
out that Cri shows linkage with every chlorophyl mutant that it has been

tested against (Table 2). Coupled with this linkage to all chlorophyl
mutants was a marked decrease in the number of heterozygote C~i plants

in these populations. In order to study these two phenomena further a repeat

planting of an F2 from Cri X inv was sown and the presumed inv/inv-Cri/+
plants saved. These plants were selfed and also crossed to cv. VF36 and
inv/inv to determine their exact genetic content. The 37 selfed seedlings

were of the same phenotype as the parent indicating that Crt was homozygous

rather than heterozygous. The seeds from the VF36 test cross gave 40
typical Cri/+ plants also indicating that the parent plant was homozygous

Ree~, A L., and ~. w. Zobel Crispa, a
gene which effects a novel type of
interaction.

Mutant Family Segre- Diploid Trisomic Total Chi-square
gation + mut + mut

cn 65 BC 139 43 53 6 241 37.40***

66 BC 21 16 7 3 47 1.60

67 BC 14 12 4 2 32 0.67

65-67 BC 174 71 64 11 320 37.40***

frg 68
F2 54 11 14 0 79 4.60*

R243
F2

48 12 12 1 73 2.06

68 + R243 F2
102 23 26 1 152 6.52*

R244 BC 35 17 7 0 59 7.00**

com R245
F2 139 59 26 9 233 0.01

R246 BC 10 52 16 5 83 5.76*

cn R247
F2

22 14 20 0 56 6.67**
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for Cri.

A quick review of the presumed inv/inv-Cri/Cri phenotype revealed that

these plants have an intermediate expression of the Cri phenotype. We have
obtained one plant which is genetically Cri/+-inv/inv from the cross between

the previously described Cri/Cri-inv/inv plantsand an inv/inv plant. This
plant as a seedling looked to be pure inv and had no necrosis or Cri

distortion of the leaves. In the leaves-of the older plant some necrosis did

appear and the leaves became distorted. This was, however, no more severe

than the normal distortion which ~ccurs with inv homozygotes. Selfed progeny

trom this plant confirmed that it was indeed Cri/- -inv/inv. Of the

resulting F2, 25 of the 150 plants were phenotypically Cri/Cri-inv/inv
(X2 = 3:1 = 5.55*) the remainder were typical inv/inv. Only 15 plants of

this F2 could be tenuously classified as Cri/+:--We are currently progeny

testing 50 inv/inv plants from the F2 of inv-Cri X VF36 F2 to determinewhatt
portion does contain Cri/+. A reanalysis of the data from this F2 shows
that, if Cri is treated as a recessive and the Cri/Cri plants are counted,

independence is observed between the two genes (Table 3).

A similar case of genetic action was described in barley by Hallqvist

(1953, Hereditas 39:236), but it turns out to be a typical case of complementary

gene action. This bariey system consisted of an interaction between two

chlorophyl mutants in such a way that a 9:3:4 phenotypic ratio was observed.

In this system, the plants heterozygous for one gene and homozygous for the

other were indistinguishable from the double recessive. Our material shows

antagonistic action between the two mutants. From our data it appears that

our system is characterized by a reduction in the expression of one gene
(Cri) by another (inv).

Table 1. Linkage summaries for chromosome7.

Tester ++ +t Cri+ Cri t T X2

La 65 298 80 10 453 l63.72**

not 48 68 136 18 270 65.00**
89 141 292 . 46 568 138.80***

Table 2. Linkage summaries for miscellaneous chlorophyl mutants.

+t
.

Cri+ Cri t X2Tester ++ T

rv 46 40 97 1 184 57.39**
yv 70 54 104 12 240 31.50*
con 128 11 212 48 399 16.15*
19.s 31 44 107 24 206 33.31**
rv 104 58 198 4 364 70.40**
195 103 13 116 11.77*
sy 62 69 153 . 31 315 43.68**
au 97 87 204 18 406 78.50**
ful 39 17 40 2 98 8.50*
con 51 57 73 9 190 34.11*
m2 131 " 52 172 8 363 36.75**
yv 103 80 188 . 12 383 72.43**
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The desert climate of the

California summer and early
fall mercifully protects

us from serious fruit cracking problems. With the advent of heavy dews and
the first rains in mid autumn, however, the picture can change rapidly. We
often attempt seed harvest in November from families -- chiefly Fl -- that
are transplanted to the field in late July. Although cracking is not
intolerable for thes~purposes, it provides a foothold for the then
abundant drosophila, and rots of various kinds follow rapidly. Thinking
that defoliation might solve the cracking problem, we tested several re-

commended sprays and dusts, but always experienced scalding of the unripe

fruit and some cracking persisted.

Casting about for other solutions, we finally screwed up enough courage
to sever plants at ground level in a desperate attempt to prevent excess

water transfer to the ripening fruit. The method worked so well that we now

regularly cut all such plants with a sharp shovel in mid October. The rapidly

ensuing defoliation completely exposes all fruits to sunltght, which by this
season is too weak to cause scalding. Fruits that have reached mature

size remain firm and the majority ripen, although the smaller ones near the

periphery of the plants eventually shrivel. Despite rains, dews, light

frosts, and other exigencies of the weather, sufficient fruits ripen to
give us the desired seed harvest. The fruits are pleasanter to harvest

and the seeds easier to extract. Our late harvests have been improved by

this method for the past three years. The good condition of the fruit in

these final harvests leads us to suspect that the method might improve

yields in the same season for local fresh market use. If you really

cherish your late tomato plantings, our advice is love'em to death.

Rick, f. M. For late harvests, love your
plants to death.

Rick, f. M., and R. !i..Zobel
recent allele tests.

Results of Since the issuing of
of our last list of

allele tests (TGC 16:31),

Tester ++ +t Cri+ Cri t T X2

au 228 194 398 59 879 115.38***
au 281 133 305 37 756 47.57*
ful 69 34 44 10 157 4.44*
sy 56 30 40 14 140 1.69
au 50 53 134 17 254 47.57**
con 36 25 62 7 130 14.97*
inv 47 38 84 25 194 9.35*

110 93 198 31 432 180.64***
247 206 452 51 956 149.61***

au 233 255 462 49 999 212.62***

Table 3. Revised linkage summary for Cri-inv.

Tester ++ + inv Cri+ Cri inv T x2

inv 306 105 95 43 549 1.38
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we have accumulated the following group, consisting of condensations of 8

genes, mostly of recent origin. Adhering to TGC policy, we are not proposing
symbols for those alleles with phenotype identical to a previously existing

allele. Seed stocks of the new alleles are relatively fresh, and, as long

as they remain viable, will be available to any interested members.

autl. The original plant, 2-655A,was acquired from Dr. Torrey Lyons

as a yellow freak in a field planting of VF145-78-79. Although greening

somewhat during growth, all vegetative parts retain a distinguishable
yellow color. The mature plant flowers freely and fruits readily. Its

yellow stigma color prompted us to make a test cross with~, all the 10
progeny of which had au phenotype. Since this new allele is more viable and

vigorous than au or aUT and is proving more useful than either of the latter

as a marker for-IS, we propose to distinguish it and immortalize Torrey with
autl.

~. Dr. Pecaut sent us seeds of a new dwarf mutant,'which had appeared
as a variant in his cultures of Anahu. We acquisitioned it as LAl052 and
hybridized it with various dwarfs. The cross with~, to which it showed

the greatest phenotypic resemblance, yielded all ~ progeny.

e. Another e-like variant (5-96) was submitted by Mel P. Zobel as a
variant in an elongate mechanical harvest line, possibly LOD. It shows an

extreme tendency toward the entire condition, no leaf segmentation having

been observed in several plants. The test cross with ~ yielded 6 plants,

all with ~ phenotype. Until the somewhat different phenotype can be
ascribed to action of the new allele and not to background genotype, we

prefer not to assign a new symbol.

1. Seeds of a green-white mutant (LAl097) in Campbell 22 were submitted
to us-by Dr. Reynard in October, 1968. Under field conditions it resembles
lutescent in respect to the paling of leaf and stem color and the very light

color of immature fruit. The progeny of 5 plants from the allele test

with! had! phenotype.

19-5 (!l., Z!.). The resemblance between iY. and ~ prompted us to cross

them. Under greenhouse conditions the Fl ~as mildly virescent, but older
plants had normal foliage color; in the field the plants were decidely

yellowish. Since the yellowing might have resulted from a dosage interaction

between the two genes, even at different loci, we grew an F2, but it hardly

improved matters, for it segregated in continuous fashion, and classification

without colorimetry or some other, technique seemed unfeasible. Since only one

plant in the population of 59 approximated normal leaf color, we conclude

that!l. and ~ are either allelic or closely linked. The article by Reeves

in this report ties them both to 19-5 by the discovery of allelism between

the latter and~.

pun. A mutant with prominent speckling of the foliage appeared in

derivatives of lut (Stubbe I). An allele cross with pun yielded seedlings,

all of pun phenotype.

!£.. An unfruitful plant (2-639, "ff-oid") with strong phenotypic
resemblance to clau (ff) was found in a commercial field of VF36. Crosses

with clau yielded normal progeny but the 5 hybrids obtained from a cross with

!£ had!£ phenotype.
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var. A Z& seedling segregated from one of our sub lines of the Ga1~pagos-

derived LA1016 (~). Tentatively named "Gal yg", it was crossed with
various ch10rotics, and the progeny of the cross with var proved it to be

allelic with that gene.

Rick, f. ~., ~. ~. Zobel, and~. O~ena
Segregation and linkage relations
of af and five new mutants.

Our data for af are

included in this report
for the sake of con-

venience. This gene,
one of Burdick's Red Cherry series, has cooperated nicely by settling down

on chromosome 5, which has been notoriously shy of good markers. As it is

fairly distant from!f and readily distinguished phenotypically, af should
prove to be a useful linkage tester.

For the following spontaneous mutants we use the same notation as in
our previous contributions on linkage relations.

aut (aureata). This mutant, designated LA1067 and given the temporary

name "gold foil" in our records, segregated in a breeding line in Dr. P. G.

Smith's program. The seedlings display a patina of bright golden yellow,

which is prominent near the growing point but quickly lost as the leaves

mature. The character is not detectable in older plants and in seedlings

grown at high temperatures. The plants have normal vigor and fertility.

The segregation pooled for six families is 2072 + : 561 aut, the tendency
toward a deficiency of recessives being fairly consistent between families

(X2h = 14.6*). The linkage data reveal a locus near b1s, but approximation
must await tests with other markers.

~

~ (homogeneous yellow). LA 1142, first known in our tests as
"overall yellow", was found as a segregant in PI 309,902. As implied by
its name, a distinct grey-ye110w-green color is found consistently in all
vegetative parts, peduncles, pedice1s, and calyces under a11'tested conditions.
Seedlings are slightly retarded, but plants in later stages, including
maturity in th~ fie1d,have normal vigor. Fruit set is sparse, but fruits are
moderately seedy. The total segregation in five families (1361 + : 395
aut) deviates to a small extent from 3:1 (X2 = 5.9*) and no heterogeneity

is indicated (X2h = 3.1, 4 df). The linkage data point to chromosome 10.

In the 3-point tests with ~ -~, half of the ~ - ~ recombinants were

a1so~, signifying a locus outside the ~ - ~ interval, most likely on
the ~ side, in the vici~ity of icn.

mps (miniature phosphorus syndrome). This mutant, LA 519, first

symbolized "~" in our records, segregated in many sub lines of VF-8,
much to the consternation of Jack Hanna, whose product it was. Distinguished

from earliest seedling stages, mps is dwarf and sev~re1y retarded. A

reliable criterion for its identification is excessive anthocyanin on
the reverse of its cotyledons. This intense purple eventually extends to the

upper side near the tips of the cotyledons and true leaves. As growth

continues, the growing point becomes yellowish and the veins darker.

Although always retarded, older plants eventually flower. Pollen is produced

and can be used for crosses, but se1fs fail. One years growth of mps

can be enclosed in an 8 in. pot. All parts are greatly reduced and internodes

are extremely short. Leaves are dirty yellow, mottled with green and dull

red. Although the phenotype suggests phosphorus deficiency, no improvement

~

~..-'- ,--
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is effected by P applications to the soil or foliage or by grafting or

gibberellin applications. A strong deficiency of recessives was encountered

in many of the 21 families grown (total segregation = 7142 + : 2010 mps) ,

and heterogeneity between families is indicated (Xt = 66.2***). Although

the critical tests with ~ - hI are somewhat inconsistent, both reveal
linkage. The linkage is clearly stronger with a, and the appearance of an

appreciable number of hI - a - mps segregants rules out a locus between
hI and a. The data thus indicate a position on IlL distal to~.

~ (phosphorus deficiency s~drome). LA 813, first designated
"ph-oid" in our records, popped out of Jack Hanna's VFN36-ll-3. An excellent

seedling mutant, ~ shows its phenotype under all tested conditions and in
combination with many other markers. The plant starts slowly, at about half

the normal rate, but eventually reaches normal dimensions. Resembling

mps in most respects except the latter's extreme dwarfness, pds develops

much anthocyanin on ~ots and true leaves, particularly the under surface.
Cotyledons tend to be grooved and concave. All leaves are subnormal in

size, slightly distorted, and show a blotching of dull greenish yellow,
the resemblance to symptoms of P deficiency being even more striking than

in mps; it does not survive our field conditions. Although sometimes

refractory, ~ will self and serve ~s male or female parent. Recessives

tend to be deficient, the pooled segregation of 22 families being 6335 + :
1691 ~ (X2 = 63.6***). Since many families had nearly normal segregation

(Xl = 63.6**), survival may possibly depend on germination conditions.
Although, as with mps, the linkage tests of pds led us on a merry chase
around the genotype, we have spotted its locus on 6L distal to tl in a
previously unmarked region. Results of the two 3-point tests with ~ - £,
including the apperance of four triple recessives, support this conclusion.

scl (seasonal chlorotic lethal). This mutant, LA 1007, was first named

"grooved 19 cotyledon" in our cultures. It segregated in one of Dr. P. G.
Smith's breeding lines, 64N89VFN. Its expression is exceptionally dependent
upon the environment, the only consistent feature being a pale dull yellow

color of the cotyledons. During June-Sept. normal color is quickly recovered
and subsequent growth and fertility approach normality. During the remainder

of the year the seedling chlorosis is more extreme, the cotyledons are

concave-grooved, and the plants collapse in the cotyledon stage or shortly

thereafter. Segregation (pooled values of five families = 1985 + : 490 scl)

is variable (Xl = 13.3**), the yield of recessives doubtless depending on--
their degree of weakness. A locus close to that of dl on 8L is indicated by

the linkage data. The fact that-the single dl - scl-Segregant was also 1

argues in favor of a position in the vicinity of pca.
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Table 1. Summary of exploratory linkage tests.

Chro-
mosome af aut hy mps pds sc1

1 inv,scf au au,Jau au,scf
inv,Jau

2 d,wv d,Wo d aw,D,Wo d,Wo d
3 sy,sf b1s(L) sy,sf sy,sf
4 c1au, c1au,e c1au,e c1au,ra

ra,di fu1,di
5 tf(L) tf tf tf tf tf
6 c,vf c c c,vf,yv c c,yv

yv,t1 m-2,t1 yv(L)
7 La,not La,lg-5 La,not

var
8 1,bu,dl 1,d1 d1 1,d1 1,d1(L)
9 1ut ah, ah ah(S) ah

marm marm(L)
10 h,icn ag,h ag,h(L) ag,h ag,h ag,h
11 a,h1 a,h1(L)
12 a1b,fd a1b,fd

S = segregations suggesting linkage. L = significant indications of linkage.

Table 2. Summary of linkage tests.

Comb ins tion -H- +t m+ mt X2 Co.

af-tf 349 152 177 12 42.3 26
aut-b1s 252 123 104 0 44.2 0

589 273 240 3 92.1 11

hy-a)*
181 53 39 16 n.s. 55
162 72 49 6 7.9 32

a)
416 142 129 42 n.s. 49
369 189 159 12 45.9 25

mps-a)
154 59 42 0 13.1 0

hI 159 54 37 5 n.s. 38

h)
586 216 163 12 31.2 33
613 189 153 22 9.6 39

pds-C)
199 60 72 22 n.s. 50

yv 208 51 88 6 8.1 33

y)
659 219 183 55 n.s. 49
677 201 218 20 24.7 34

Sc1-1)
273 110 58 19 n.s. 47

d1 274 109 77 0 27.2 0

di)
722 264 250 18 48.6 28
641 345 267 1 126.4 6

* Genes used in three-point tests are embraced in brackets.
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Much is known about linkage

relationships in the tomato,
but this wealth of

information is virtually
untapped by breeders. Although marker genes are not being used in most tomato

breeding programs, many seedling markers as well as genes for disease resistance,
plant habit, fruit color, and other important characters have been located on

the linkage map. Anthocyanin deficiency genes are particularly attractive as

seedling markers to help identify plants with linked genes of economic importance,

since most have no known detrimenta~ effect and they can be accurately
classified on the day of emergence. C1ayberg (TGC 16:7) suggested the use of

the anthocyanin deficiency gene aw to identify male sterile segregants, and we
propose the use of ah to aid breeding for resistance to tobacco mosaic virus.

To develop stocks combining ah with alleles of the Tm-2 locus, a stock

homozygous for ah, nv, and Tm-2 was~rossed with Tm-2a (Tm~) and Tm-2.
The ah nv Tm-2 stockwas ourown, the source of Tm-2a wa;-A1exander'S

6J01S-1ine:-and the Tm-2 parent was Pecaut's Perou 2 line. Crossing over

between ah and the Tm~2 alleles was detected on the basis of seedling

classification for ah and~. F2 crossover plants with the phenotype ah nv+
were progeny tested; each of the 4 plants tested from the cross with Tm-2~

and the 7 plants from. the Tm-2 cross was heterozygous for nv indicating that,

as expected, each was from matings of parental and recombination gametes.

The progeny of 58 FJ lines, derived from a single ah nv/ah + F2 plant of the
cross with Tm-2a, was inoculated with the aberrant ~strain NY 66-4, and
18 of the lines were determined to be of the desired genotype ah + Tm-2a/ah
+ Tm-2a (Table 1). The genotype ah + Tm-2/ah + Tm-2 was secured from the-

F4-of the cross with Tm-2; 8 of the 22 ah nifF FJ:lines, derived from a single
F2 plant of similar phenotype, that were tested were of this constitution.

Seed of the ah Tm-2a and ah Tm-2 stocks is available to interested

researchers. These-Stocks will enable breeders to increase the proportion
of F2 plants homozygous for resistance to tobacco mosaic resistance from

25 to over 99%, merely by selecting seedlings with green stems. Linkage
between TMV resistance and undesirable genes may be less of a problem

with these stocks than with the parental sources of resistance, since parental

genes on one arm of chromosome 9 distal to the crossing over between the ah
and Tm-2 loci will be eliminated.

Robinson, R. W., R. Provvidenti, and
~. T. Schroeder A marker gene for
tobacco mosaic resistance.

"

--
F4 analysis of 58 lines from ah nv+ F2 plant of the cross ah
nv Tm-2 x ++ Tm-2a.

Table 1.

F4 classification

*
Inoculated with the aberrant (NY 66-4) TMV strain.

-- ----

No. of TMV*

-FJ lines FJ genotype
ah nv reaction

15 ah nv Tm-2/ah nv Tm-2 ah nv susceptible
25 ah Tm-2/ah+Tm-2a ah segregates segregates
18 ah + Tm-2a/ah + Tm-28: .ah + resistant
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After gamete irradiation
with fast neutrons (200

rads) in the cultivar

Moneymaker, some Ml plants
were found to segregate in M2 for variegated mutations, characterized by
lighter sectors and by irregular margins of the leatlets. The cytogenetical

analysis here reported was performed on the progeny of one of such Ml plants
(no. 350). Fifty variegated mutants, on 92 M2 plants analyzed, were found in

the Ml progenies of the main stem and of the two axillary branches of the above
quotea Ml plant. Root tip analysis on some variegated plants showed in
metaphase presence of cells with 2n=23+l dicentric chromosome and of cells
with 2n=24+l centric fragment; in anaphase 10.34% of double bridges were

ascertained. Meiotic data on variegated plants are reported in Table 1:

formation of gross associations among the dicentric and their homologous
chromosomes and data in anaphase I and II show that the behaviour of this
persistant dicentric chromosome in tomato is similar to that found in Pisum

by the authors (Caryologia, 22:81-96, 1969). Also in tomato, aneuploid gametes

have been formed for the disjunction of the associations in anaphase I: so

far, three aneuploid plants were isolated in two progenies of M2 variegated

plants.

Meiotic analysis has revealed that chromosome 2 takes part in the

associations, so that it is probably one of the chromosomes forming the
dicentric.

Saccardo, F., and L. M. Monti Variegated
mutants in tomato due to dicentric
chromosomes.

~

Table 1. Meiotic analysis of normal and variegated tomato mutants.

-------

Diakinesis AnaphaseI Anaphase II

Pheno- No. of No. of No. of cellswith No. of Cellswith No. of Cells Pollen
type plants cells

l2n lln+ IOn +
cells bridges ragging cells with abortion

% chromo- frag- %

21 lIV
somes ments
% %

Normal 4 48 48 - - 71 0.00 11.26 58 1.72 4.77

Varie- 6 44 - 1 43 243 4.93 40.74 82 45.12 47.80
gated
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Sawhney, V. K., and R. .!.Greyson Effect of
growth substances on flowers of sl and sl-2.

In an earlier description

of sl and sl-2 (Sawhney
and-Creyson TGC 19), we

described the association of external ovules with the stamens of these

mutants. In sl for example, the filamentous region of the stamen is

swollen and bears external ovules. The cylindrical'distal end produces
aborted pollen. In sl-2 the filaments are short and cylindrical and the

anthers twisted, do not adhere to each other and possess aborted pollen.

Gibberellic acid when applied as a single drop (10~1.of 10-~~

in the axil of the leaf nearest to the apex of both 81 and sl-2 plants
results in flowers with near normal stamens. They bear no external ovules.

These observations extend those of Phatak et ale (Nature, 209:635, 1966) on sl.
Fertile pollen is produced in the anthers of both mutants and the anthers
of sl-2 adhere to each other much as the normal anthers do.

Indole acetic acid (25~1 of 10-~ IAA) when applied to sl-2 plants
stimulates the production of flowers whose stamens have swollen filaments and

these adhere to the ovary and bear some internal ovules. No pollen is
produced. We refer to these 1M induced structures as "carpelloid stamens."

These stamens resemble ,those of sl, sl-5 and £!. more closely than they do
those of the sl-2 flowers.

, These data lend support to the widely held theories that sexuality
of the flowers is a product of gibberellin-auxin balance.

Smith, Ann T. Histological and biochemical
studies of Curl (Cu). (Submitted by C.M. Rick).

Seeds of homozygous
Curl as well as seeds

of the parent variety,
Stokesdale, were obtained from Dr. Charles M. Rick, University of California

at Davis. Since the most obvious effects of this mutant are on the leaves,
they were chosen for further study. Petiole and rachis tissues show abnormal

cell division in that the immature petioles in cross-section show an excess

of cell division in the abaxial parenchymal mass, and abnormal elongation

in that the mature petiole and rachis are ~xtremely shortened and thickened
structures. Sections of laminar tissues of maturing leaves show abnormal

cellular expansion--epidermal cells, especially those of the upper epidermis,

expand excessively so that they pull apart the palisade as well as spongy
mesophyll tissues. These abnormal expansive forces cause a buckling in the

leaf surface and provide the char?cteristic for the descriptive name of the

mutant. Midrib and rachis tissues seem to acquire meristematic potential
not present in normal plants and show abundant proliferation of laminar

tissue and Qccasionally stem-like structures. Partial phenotypic reversion

of the mutant characteristics by foliar application of gibberellic acid may
indicate that a hormonal imbalance is involved in the mutant effect.

Significant biochemical differences ,linked with ~he phenotypic effect
include excess activity in at least some of the peroxidase enzymes in both
immature and mature tissues, an increase in phosphorus in both immature and

mature tissues, and less ribonuclease activity in mature mutant leaves
compared with normal. All these biochemical differences can be classed as

phenomena characteristic of meristematic tissue. For example, comparison of
the peroxidase bands ~s they appear in development shows that in mutant mature

leaves one group of peroxidase bands which is present in immature tissues,
shows much greater activity than in normal mature leaves. At the same time in
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mutant mature leaves there is less activity in another group of bands which

in normal plants appears to increase in activity with age. Similarly, the
greater amount of phosphorus in the mutant tissues may be an indication of

tissue in a comparatively more meristematic or less senescent condition.

The fa~lure of the mutant to show increased ribonuclease activity in the

mature leaves also indicates a comparatively less senescent condition.

Soressi, G. P.

production:
Tomato hybrid seed
a further scheme.

In TGC 18 a scheme was

proposed for hybrid seed

production, making
simultaneous use of the two artificially induced mutants, brown seed (bB)

and spongy seed (~). From plants open pollinated in the field, three--

1A bs/bs +/+, + +/f 7 bs-P/bs-P 81

!

fruit harvesting
,--y--

extractionandselection

/\

seed

r . . . ... .. rooo 0 000 0

t(IJS/bS) +/+)

1 (+/+ 'bs-P/bs-P)2

1 (bs / + ) +/ bs-2)2

I
7[ (+/bs ' bs-P/ + )
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seed classes were expected: 1. Brown seed (self-fertilized). 2. Normal-
colored seeds (cross-fertilized). 3. Spongy seeds (self- or cross-fertilized).

With two non-allelic brown seed genes governing seed color as an
endosperm trait, we shall be able to simplify further the 1968 scheme.

In the field we will grow, mixed in the same row in a 1:1 ratio, plants
of line A (bs/bs) and line B (bs-2/bs-2). Thus, reciprocally cross-fertilized
ovules will result in hybrid (bs/+, +/bs-2 or +/bs,bs-2/+) normally colored
seed; on the contrary, self-fertilized ones will give only brown seeds. By
this arrangement we can not only improve the NATURALCROSS POLLINATION
(NCP) rate, but also utilize the fotal natural crossing (each of the
two lines will be at the same time mother and father of the hybrid seeds
obtained).

This new proposed scheme is supposed to be the most convenient when
natural cross pollination is used, and the two classes of brown and normal
(hybrid) seeds obtained would be electronically selected. The realization
of the process depends on the availability of different bi genes, which
now appears not unlikely.

Ed. note: Dr. Soressi's final statement could have hardly been more
prescient: see Research Note in this issue by Dr. Philouze.

Male sterile potato leaf

(ms-44). Easily
. recognizable in the

seedling stage because the leaves show the solanifolium character. More-
over it presents small flowers with style elongating early and stigma bifid
or trified; anthers are thin and empty; ovule fertility is normal. F2 segre-
gation ratio less than the 25% expected. Cv S. Marzano (0.3% EMS, 25°C,
24 h).

Wrinkled leaflets (wI). Leaves and leaflets with margin finely
wrinkled. Abnormal flower morphology with all parts reduced in size;
multiple hooked styles generally not functional with twisted dialytic

empty anthers. ~2 se!regatio~ ratio abou~ 20% (347 wI/wI: 1776 +/-).
CV Roma (0.2% EMS, 25 C, 24 h).

Short anthers (sha). Superior third part of anthers likely aborted so
that androecous cone appears shorter than the style .hose stigma protrudes
before anthesis. Because of its frequent external anther dehiscence, self

fertilization is difficult but artificially performable. F2 segregation
ratio. 3:1. Cv Roma (0.8% EMS, 25°C, 24 h).

Soressi, G. P. Tomato mutants following
EMS seed treatments.
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A scheme for hybrid seed
production based on
genetically marked lines

with brown seed (bs)

and spongy seed (ss) characters has been recently proposed (TGC 18:37-38,

1968). Considering that the convenience of this scheme depends mainly on
the rate of natural cross pollination (NCP), an experiment was carried out

to investigate the occurrence and activity of the prospective pollinator

insects of tomato in Piacenza area where tomatoes for canning are largely
grown.

In a normally cultivated field four plots were prepared (10 m long and 9
m wide; each plot separated from the others about 30 m) in which the cv.

Sioux, homozygous for bs factor, and cv. Gimar were grown in alternative
rows, with plants apart 30 cm on the row and 150 cm between rows. The bs

trait being inherited like an endosperm character, it was possible, in the
ripe fruits of bs/bs Sioux plants, to distinguish self-pollinated brown seed
(bs/bs) from normaY-po1len from field tomato~

During the flowering period several flower-buds of bs/bs type were

protected by nylon net bags (square mesh about 1/2 mm) whic~prevented the

visit of pollinator insects but allowed the passing through of occasional
pollen grains carried on by wind.

Soressi, G. f., and F. Bin Some indications
on tomato NCP by insects in Piacenza area
(Italy) in view of hybrid seed production.

Furthermore, considering that in the regions

wild species of tomato are actively pollinated by

pimpinellifolium, ~. hirsutum, L. peruvianum were
mentioned plots.

In this way we had the opportunity to evaluate the possible difference

between wild and cultivated tomatoes in relation to species and number of
pollinator insects.

From June 15 (beginning of anthesis) till August 15, entomological
observations were made every other day. Preliminary notes about behaviour

and number of each visiting species were taken and specimens collected for
identification~

The species more useful in relation to their behaviour and frequency

were Hymenoptera Apoidea: Andrena spp. (of the family Andrenidae), Halictus spp.

(Halictidae) and Bombus lucorum L. (Apidae). These insects actively visited
flowers in full anthesis, collecting the pollen so that their bodies touched
several times the stigmas which protrude more or less from the anther cones.

of Lycopersicon evolution

insects, some rows of~.
grown far from the above ~

The same species pollinated both wild and cultivated tomatoes, but from

the beginning of flowering, the insect activity has been higher on the wild

tomatoes than on the cultivated ones. It increa.sed after July 15 on the latter
but did not reach the degree observed in wild tomatoes. This increase in

insect activity is possibly due to the disappearance in the neighborhood of

plants competitive in this region with tomato (alfalfa, beans and many weeds
species).

A few Bombus agrorum F., ~. argillaceus Scop. and~. sylvarum L. were
observed on both tomato types; from time to time some specimens of Apis

mellifera L. were seen, but on the wild type only. The Diptera syrphidae
observed were of no significance because they visited the flowers without
touching the stigma.

~
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Ripe and healthy fruits were collected and seed extracted. The efficient

insect activity first resulted in a high seed production also in wild self-
incompatible species like L. peruvianum and L. hirsutum.

Assuming all normal non brown seed to result from cross-pollination, the

rate of NCP in bs/bs fruits, as shown in the following table, varied con-

siderably in the-s~son ranging from 0.94% in June to 9.45% in last flowering
period (July 16 - August 10), paralleled by insect activity observed in the
same period.

No. of fruits

Flowering
period bagged free

June 1-30

July 1-15

Ju1. l6-Aug. 10

8
15
5

146
202
47

Total 28 395

. The bagged fruits, exhibiting only bs/bs type, suggest that the wind and
small insects (passing through the net qag) played a negligible role as pollen

vectors. The rate of NCP shown in the table results from a range of values

exhibited by the single fruits, some of which presented very low NCP rate,
while others showed more than 80 percent. This suggests that several factors

(and we suspect an important one to be the distribution of the seed plants
within the prospective pollinator types) may be involved in the determination
of the NCP rate.

These results permit the planning of adequate experiments to study a
reasonable feasibility of tomato hybrid seed production.

In a study of hybrid seed

production, an experiment
was carried out at

Minoprio in North Italy
to compare the rates of cross pollination by the following methods: natural

pollination in non-e~asculated flowers and in emasculated flowers; hand

pollination on non-emasculated flowers, and hand pollination immediately
after flower emasculation.

Plants of the cv Casaque Rouge, homozygous for the potato leaf character

(£) were grown in alternaterows with plants of the cv Saint Pierre having
the normal cut leaf. The 3rd and 4th inflorescences only of each plant were
utilized. Emasculation and artificial pollination (with small brush) were
performed every morning from 10 to 12 o'clock. All ripe fruits from these

inflorescences were collected and the seeds extracted. The frequency of cut
leaf seedlings was assumed as an index of cross pollination rate. The data
obtained are given in Tables I and II.

Soressi, G. P., and f..Lorenzoni Crossing rate
after natural or hand pollination with and
without flower emasculation.

No. of seeds from fruits

bagged free NCP

bs/bs +/bs bs/bs +/bs Total %

465 o 22,991 219 23 ,210 0.94
847 o 29,989 329 30,318 1.08
252 o 5,497 574 6,071 9.45

1,564 o 58,477 1,122 59,599 1.88
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The emasculated flowers with open pollination gave a low number of

fruits having few seeds which mostly resulted in self or sib offspring. Cross

pollination rate however was higher than that observed in open pollinated
flowers without emasculation. Comparing results obtained from emasculated and

non-emasculated flowers following hand pollination, we observed a high cross

pollination rate with reduced fruit production in the first case, and the pp-

posite behaviour in the second one. We must emphasize that the 38.6% rate
is an average of values ranging from 0 to 100%. With reference to the hybrid
seed yield, hand pollination without emasculation seems the most efficient

method. Nevertheless, for a practical utilization the highest degree of cross

pollination frequency, which in this case is likely to depend on work accuracy,
is needed. Indications of this derive from data obtained in an experiment
carried out in Piacenza area.

Non-emasculated flowers of the bs/bs Sioux stock were pollinated supplying

plenty of pollen on the stigma immediately after corolla opening and before
anther dehiscence.

With the exception of the two cases marked with the asterisk (Table III),

the percentage of selfing generally does not exceed the limits of 10%; in
fact several values of 100% of cross pollination were found. On the basis

of our results the hybrid seed production through artificial pollination

without emasculation seems advantageously performable when: (1) plenty of

viable pollen is used; (2) the flowers are pollinated just before anther
dehiscence when the stigma receptivity is optimum.

Seed traits (as brown seed) or seedling markers (as~, aw, £) offer the

possibility of screening easily the selfed offspring. In our opinion it is
possible to improve the method by the use of seed parents bearing suitable

gametophyte factors like ~/~. The reduced efficiency of ~ pollen grains when
in competition with the normal one should lower the selfing rate allowing

a more dependable work.

TableI

* F.E. = flower emasculation.

Pollination No. of No. of seedlings Cross-pollination
type fruits c/c +/c Total %

Natural: *
without F.E. 96 3,105 99 3,204 3.09
after F.E. 41 1,231 84 1,315 6.39

Artificial:
without F.E. 211 5,542 3,489 9,031 38.63

after F,E. 155 33 5,474 5,507 99.40
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Table II

Pollination No. Fruit yield No. fruits Seed yield
type plants total per scored total per per

plant fruit plant
;

Natural:
without F.E.* 48 591 12.3 353 31,471 89.2 1,096.5
after F.E. 47 146 3.2 142 2,201 15.5 49.6

Artificial:
without F.E. 92 1,105 12.0 785 72,142 91.9 1,102.8
after F.E. 145 1,010 7.0 938 37,478 40.0 280.0

* F.E. = flower emasculation.

Table III

Fruit No. of seeds % of

bs/bs +/bs
cross
seeds

1 5 116 95.9
2 2 182 98.9
3 2 70 97.2
4 16 124 88.6
5 10 108 91.5
6 30 252 89.4
7* 177 15 7.8
8* 65 6 8.4
9 3 149 98.0
10 5 159 96.9
11 13 189 93.6
12 1 70. 98.6
13 0 158 100.0
14 0 125 100.0
15 0 39 100.0
16 0 146 100.0
17 O . 128 100.0
18 2 121 98.4
19 12 194 94.2
20 9 100 91.7
21 17 35 67.3
22 0 382 100.0

A 369 2,868 88.6

B 127 2,847 95.7

A = total
B = totl except fruit marked with *
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A new color mutant

reducing plant and
fruit coloration was

extracted from F3 lines
obtained from T. O.

Graham during 1965. Two true breeding lines showing the mutant phenotype
were crossed with Heinz 1439 and Heinz 1350 to determine mode of inheritance.

Results of F2 segregation (Table 1) indicate that the mutant phenotype is

conditioned by a single recessive gene designated "pigment diluter" (~).
The mutant gene exherts a pleiotropic effect on both plant and fruit pigmen-
tation, reducing chlorophyll content of vegetative plant parts and red coloration

of the fruit. The recovery of less than the expected number of mutant plants in
the F2 with Heinz 1350 may also indica~e an effect of the mutant gene on seed

viability or survival. Segregation of ~ was independent of z.

Results of pigment analysis (Table 2) of paired normal and mutant plants
from F2 populations revealed a significant reduction of approximately 50%
in phytoene, phytofluene and 1ycopene contents in plants homozygous for the

mutant gene. Beta-carotene and gamma carotene contents were unchanged.
Further studies are in progress to better characterize the effects of this

gene and to determine its relationship to other fruit pigment genes.

Tigche1aar, !. f., ~. ~. Tomes,~. !. Erickson,
T. 0., Graham, and R. J. Barman "Pigment
diluter" (~), a ne; plant and fruit color
mutant.

Table 1. Segregation in two crosses involving "pigment diluter" (~).

pd X2 P

all

43 0.10 >.99

31 4.47 <.05

+

Gr aham 's pale
-

(Graham's pale all

x H1439) F1

(Graham's pale 121

x H1439) F2

(Graham's pale all
x H1350) F1

(Graham's pale 141

x H1350) F2
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Tigchelaar, E. Q., M. L. Tomes, H. T. Erickson,
and R. J. Barman Filiform inflorescence

(fli) , -; new mutant modifying corolla
and inflorescence.

During 1965 a number of plants

showing modifications of the
corolla and inflorescence

were noted in an F2 breeding
line derived from a cross

and VF 145. A single

crossed with Rutgers as the

between a determinate, high pigment, crimson line

crimson (~c) plant with the mutant phenotype was
normal parent.

Results of F2 segregation (Table 1) indicate a single recessive gene is
responsible for the observed modifications, The mutant phenotype has been

designated "filiform inflorescence" (fli). Segregation of fli is independent

of ~c.

The mutant gene conditions the following modifications: a) filiformous
outgrowths from later inflorescences, b) modified "cupped" leaves at or near

terminal inflorescences, and c) na~row corolla. In addition, mutant plants

show greater vegetative growth, presumably as a result of reduced fruit set.

These modifications are clearly expressed in determinate background in later

inflorescences; early inflorescences appear completely normal. The expression

of this gene was not studied in indeterminate stocks.

Table 2. Means and standard deviations of carotenoid content of parents,

. Fl's and paired F2 plants from crosses involving Graham's pale,
Heinz 1439 and Heinz 1350.

Geno- Samples Micrograms/gramfresh wt. + standard dev.
type

Phytoene Phyto- -carotene 1-carotene Lycopene
fluene

Graham's pd 1 8.9 3.0 10.3 1.8 29.3
pale

H1439 + 0

Fl + 0

F2 + 10 19.1+5.1 7.4+1.2 7 .7+1. 8 1.3+0.3 66.8+10.4
. -

pd 10 8.4+1. 6 3.8+0.8 8.0+1.6 . 1.4+0.3 32.4+ 6.5

H1350 + 1 11.5 7.8 6.0 0.5 62.0

Fl + 1 22.1 8.3 8.7 1.4 86.3

F2 + 5 17.9+4.6 7.1+1.0 7.9+0.6 1.4+0.4 74.1+10.2

pd 6 8.9+1.5 3.8+0.8 7.7+1.6 1.3+0.5 37.2+ 7.6
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Table 1. Segregation of fli and ~c in an F2 of ~c fli x Rutgers.

Verkerk,!. Additional data on mutant with
cytoplasmic inheritance.

In view of a wide interest

in chlorophyll deficient
mutants with maternal

inheritance it seems appropriate to refer to an earlier note (TGC 17:56)

concerning a light green mutant with cytoplasmic inheritance. The mutation
was induced by soaking air-dry seeds of variety 'Money Maker' in an unbuffered

0.8% EMS solution for 24 hours at 24°C. This mutant has rather low vigour;
nevertheless, one year it flowered and produced a good amount of selfed seed

in a greenhouse in Wageningen, but it was less successful in another year.
For crossing with lines of normal vigour it has to be sown at least 3 weeks

earlier. Seed is available upon request.

1. The question of

haplophasic selection
after fast neutron

irradiation of pollen
was examined by counting the numbers of normal sized seeds in the blossom

half and stem half (ST) of fruits obtained by pollinating unirradiated
emasculated flowers. Results are shown in Table 1.

Verkerk, K., and R. B. Contant Absence of
haplophasic selection after pollen
irradiation?

The % seeds in the stem half of the MO fruits was hardly affected (possibly
slightly increased) by irradiation, despite the severe reduction in the number
of seeds/fruit. A similar ~esult was obtained after thermal neutron irradiation

of pollen (collaboration R. M. Ecochard): the control, a low dose, and
a high dose yielded 76.0,21.1 and 6.2 seeds/fruit, respectively,

++ ogC + + fli ogC fli

Rutgers All 0 0 0

ogC fli 0 0 0 All

Fl All 0 0 0

F2 43 12 8 5

X2 + vs ogC = 0.00 p = 1.00

X2 + vs fli = 1.25 P = .25

X2 Linkage = 1.28 P = .25

Table 1. MOgeneration after pollen irradiation.

Dose Fruits Seeds per fruit % seeds
(rad) formed No. % in ST

0 12 47.2 100 34
156 40 30.1 64 42
625 28 8.0 17 44
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of which 45,41 and 44% were in the stem half.

These findings are in contrast to the situation in unirradiated material

in which similar reductions in seeds/fruit are accompanied by considerable

decrease in the % seeds in the stem.half, from ca 44% at 76 seeds/fruit or

32% at 47 seeds/fruit down to 17% at 6-8 seeds/fruit (N. Kedar & K. Verkerk,

Neth. J. Agric. Sci. 16:123-131,1968). This indicates that in the present
cases the reduction in number of seeds/fruit is not due to a reduced viability

of the irradiated pollen but rather to pre- or post-fertilization events

within the ovule (failure of gametic fusion or early embryo abortion) provoked
by misdivision of the generative pollen nucleus or by dominant lethal factors

carried by this nucleus. It may be noted that dominant embryonic lethals

are of frequent occurrence after thermal neutron irradiation, also after

X-rays (e.g. A. J. Muller, Kulturpflanze 13:163-171,1965). The apparent

insensitivity of pollen tube growth to radiation indirectly supports the

commonly held opinion that this process is controlled by tbe vegetative,
non-dividing nucleus rather than by the generative nucleus which is destined

to take part in fertilization after a further haploid division. However,

even when assuming that the latter also has.some influence on pollen tube

metabolism, the present data suggest that in any case radiation damage to this

nucleus does not prevent the great majority of pollen tubes from reaching
the ovules. Consequently, haplophasic selection against damage to the

generative nucleus seems to be slight or absent after pollen irradiation.

2. In TGC 18:40-41 it was shown that after fast neutron irradiation of

Ml tomato seeds the speed of Ml pollen tube growth was generally unrelated to

the presence of a 'point' mutation with recessive expression in the M2.
Considering that in this case the 2 pollen nuclei had the same genetic

constitution, it seemed a priori unlikely to find a relationship between
pollen tube growth and the presence or absence of a mutation after pollen

irradiation when the 2 nuclei are affected independently. In order to verify

this, the offspring (Ml) of the blossom (BL) and stem (ST) halves of the Mo
fruits referred to in Table 1 were grown separately; per Ml plant, 2 adjacent
fruits of the 1st main shoot cluster were harvested. Average fertility de-

creased only slightly with dose; 99, 98 and 88% of the Ml plants in the 0,
156 and 625 rad treatment, respectively, cbntained~24 seeds in the 2 fruits

harvested (=number required for a progeny test). This shows that the

elimination of gross genetic damage during seed formation in MO (cf. Table 1)
has been very effective.

An M2 test for mutations was.performed on all sufficiently fertile Ml
plants. The results (Table 2) show an insignificant difference in mutation

frequency between the BL and ST progenies at the lower dose and virtually np
difference at the higher dose. Consequently, no relationship was demonstrated

between the speed of pollen tube growth and the presence of a recessive mutation
in the genera tive nucleus. The ear lie r cone 1m: i nn (Tr..('. , A. "-n-I. , \ - ~-~ 1..
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The presence of distorted
ratios of characters linked

to X locus in segregating

populations of heterozygous
Xx plants have been reported by Bohn and Tucker (1940) and others. The

distorted ratios have been explained as the result of preferential fertiliza-
tion of the X bearing gametes. To study the interaction of the X and x

gametes, pollen from the X parent, the x parent, and the Fl plant was-
germinated on agar and the rates of germination were observed. The X
bearing pollen germinated at a slightly higher rate than x bearing pollen.

The F1 pollen germinated at a lower rate than the ~ or the ~ pollen (Fig.

1). The viability of the pollen from each of the three sources was greater

than 97%. These data suggest an interaction of ~ and ~ gametes produced

by the F1 plant.

To determine if the ~ and ~ pollen were the cause of the interaction,

pollen from the ~ pollen source and pollen from the ~ pollen source were

mixed by volume 1:1 and the mixture used to pollinate the ~ bearing parent.
The joint1ess (i) character linked with the ~ was used as a marker.
The presence of joint1ess plants in the next generation would indicate

fertilization by an x gamete. 128 joint1ess and 114 jointed plants were
obtained which showed a good agreement to a 1:1 ratio (P-.50-.30). The

data failed to suggest an interaction between ~ and ~ bearing gametes.

The interaction allowing preference of X bearing gametes is probably due

to a substance produced directly by the F1 or the heterozygote (Xx).

Vriesenga,~. D., and~. Honma Differential
pollen germination as effected by the X
locus.

Figure 1. Rate of tomato pollen germination.
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Table 2. M2 generation (BL and ST refer to Mo fruits).

Dose No. of progeny No. of mutatations Mutations per 100 progeny
(rad) BL ST BL ST BL ST

156 655 470 11 13 1.7 2.8
625 96 90 3 3 3.1 3.3
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From the variety Marmande,
Laterrot isolated a spon-
taneous, recessive mutant
lacking anthocyanin which

was non-allelic with the loci ~, ~, ah, aI, and~. Since only wild
type F1 individuals resulted from crosses between the Marmande mutant
and the other known anthocyanin loci which lack or have reduced amounts
of anthocyanin --~, af, ~2, ai, ~, and bls, the Marmande mutant
represents a hitherto undescribed anthocyanin1ess locus. The Marmande
mutant has been designated antRocyanin absent, ~.

Wettstein-Knowles, P. ~ A new
anthocyaninless locus --
anthocyanin absent, ~.

~

Zobel, R. W., R. T. Opena, and f. M. Rick
Additional linkages of the Stubbe series.

The linkage relations
of five more mutants
of series IV and V have

been determined. The format of presentation, abbrevia~ions, etc. correspond
to those in our previous reports. Results of the exploratory tests are
summarized in Table 1, and segregations that provide evidence of linkage
are presented in Table 2. The following deductions can be made concerning
loci .

era (eramosa). Our data indicate a locus for era on 1L in the
~icinity of inv. The four separate J-point tests failed to yield any
triple recombinants -- fairly convincing evidence that it lies between
the region of co-scf and inv -- 1z-J. The fit to existing map positions is
excellent if account is taken of:Zobel's new data, revealing the lz-J locus
at approximately 45, to the left rather than right of inv. Taking-all of
the data into consideration, the best approximation for era is 58.

gas (gamosepala). Although gas clearly belongs on 1, the data are
not unequivocal about its locus. A position on the long arm possibly
closer to 1z-J than to the scf - co region seems to be indicated, but
the estimated-distances are too short to make sense.

ini (inquieta). Since the hairless phenotype of ini makes classifi-
cation against hI difficult, we employed a J-point test against a - hI.
The results of both tests are consistent inter ~ and with existing map
positions, revealing a locus very close to~. It is noteworthy that this
gene, with similar phenotype to h1, proves to have its locus on the same
chromosome and at a nearby locus.

ria (rigidu1a). Of the two J-point tests with var - not the second
with a larger population is regarded more reliable. In the latter, six
var - not - ria triple recombinants were scored, more than douh1e the
expectation.--rhe evidence thus points' to a'locus for ria on 7L considerably
distal to not.

va::! (u-l...o.,1t-..'t T- ...1-.~ ~_'I
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Table 1. Summary of exploratory linkage tests.

Chro- era gas l.ni ria vga
mosome IV* V V IV IV

1 inv,lz-3(L) inv au,inv co,ses au,inv
co,scf(S) co,ses(L) scf

lz-3,scf(L)

2 d,Wo d,Wo d,Wo

3 sy,sf sy,sf sy,sf sy,sf sy,sf

4 ful"e ful,e clau,e clau,e
clau,ra,di ra,di

5 tf tf tf tf

6 c,yv c c,yv c,coa,tl c,yv
m-2,yv(S)

7 La,lg-5 not not var,not(L) not
not,var

8 l,dl l,dl l,dl l,dl 1,dl(L)

9 ah,marm ah,marm ah,marm ah ah,marm

10 ag,h ag,h ah,h ag,h ag,h

11 a,hl neg,a(L) a,hl a,hl
mps

12 alb alb,fd alb,fd fd

S = segregations suggesting linkage. L = significant indications of linkage.

* Roman numerals = Stubbe group.
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Table 2. Summary of linkage tests.

Combination ++ +t m+ mt X2 Co.
..

era-co 309 86 121 16 6.0 40

inv)*
95 30 41 0 10.4 0

scf 105 20 33 8 n.s. 47

inV)
262 82 61 0 16.8 0

scf 271 73 . 51 10 n.s. 46

1Z-3)
260 93 92 0 29.1 0

scf 274 79 85 7 9.3 33

1Z-3)
361 136 119 8 24.1 27

scf 383 114 116 11 12.0 34

gas-ses 251 109 111 1 39.6 10

10-3)

187 56 42 0 .
10.6 0

scf 206 37 42 0 6.1 0
co(cis) 207 36 17 25 39.9 24

1Z-3)
623 223 163 3 46.4 15

scf 700 146 166 0 32.1 0

ini-:eg)

151 102 27 1 13.1 16
141 112 28 0 18.8 0

:eg)
690 354 118 3 50.4 15
564 480 121 0 94.6 0

ria-Var)
295 120 90 7 18.7 28

not 351 64 93 4 7.7 30

var)
992 352 304 52 20.2 40

not 982 362 328 28 56.8 30

vga-1)

164 51 34 25 n.s. 60+
d1 145 70 59 0 24.1 0

1)
457 126 154 19 33.2 39
396 187 173 0 72.0 0+3

* Brackets embrace markers in multiple point tests.
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APPENDIX

Interim Report of the Committee ~ Varietal Pedigrees 1969

Listings of previous reports:

TGC 9:1959 - supplement between pages 36 and 37.
TGC 11:36-51,1961. TGC 18:64-71, 1968.
TGC 16:53-67, 1966. ~ TGC 19:39-45,1969.

COMMITTEE ON VARIETAL PEDIGREES

Alexander, L. J.
Andrasfalvy, Andras (Hungary)
Angell, F. F.
Chmielewski, Tadeusz (Poland)
Circulli, M. (Italy)
Darby, L. A. (England)
Daskaloff, C. ,(Bulgaria)
Frankel, Rafael (Israel)
Frazier, W. A.
Gabelman, W. H.
Gilbert, J. C.
Graham, T. O.
Groszmann, H. (Australia)
Hernandez, T. P.

Honma, Shigemi
John, C. A.
Kooistra, E, (Holland)
Lambeth, V. N. (Chairman)
Lana, E. P.
Leeper, Paul
Meszoly, G. (Hungary)
Odland, M. L.
Pecaut, M. (France)
Peto, Howard B.
Robinson, R. W.
Strobel, James W.
Sumeghy, J. B. (Australia)
Tomes, M. L.

Corrections to TGC~ Pedigrees

Triumf (Fl) is sp+ and not sp
No. 10 x Rutgers (Fl) is sp+, u+ and not sp, u
Ogosta (Fl) is sp+ and not sp
Madara (Fl) is sp+ and not sp
Kricimska konserva is sp+ u+ and not sp, u
XXIV-a is sp+ and not sp

XXIV-2 is s~+, u+ and not sp, u
Piernita is u + sp+ and not u, spMonalso is sp not sp
Monita is . sp+ not sp

Motabo is s~+ not sp
Fl Montfavet NO 63-5 is u , sp+ not u, sp
RAF is u+, sp+ not u, sp
Nr. 2870/lb-XXIV-13 pedigree (see TGC 19:43; 20:84)

h"h"":..:I~~.t: D~..-~ ,--- m,..~n_I"- ...~ A"
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~

Tomato Pedi~rees, Characteristics and Reference Publications

Peirce, L. C. University of New Hampshire. 1968. Sunset. Correspondence
dated December 30,1968.
SUNSET

Pedigree: Not given; previous designation 11-67.
Characteristics: ~,moderately early, moderate crack resistance.

Brasher, E. P. Delaware Agric. Expt. &ta. 1969. The Diamond State tomato.
Delaware A.E.S. Bul. 378
DIAMOND STATE

Pedigree: Chesapeake ---,--- Mustang
I
I

sel. Delaware 13-2 --,-- KC 146
I
I

sel.65S7 (1968)
I
I
I

65S7-2-6-l-l-l

(F12)
resistance, for processing.Characteristics: ~,!., crack

Tomes, M. L., H. T. Erickson, E. C. Tigchelaa~ and R. J. Barman. Purdue
Agric. Expt. Sta. 1969 Correspondence dated December 19,1969.
CENTENNIAL

Pedigree: F7 selection of VF145 x (F6 of V564 (Kerr) x Roma)
Characteristics: u,~,.I, Ve, wt. VF145 processing type for
machine harvest.

Tomes, M. L., H. T. Erickson, E. C. Tigchelaar, and R. J. Barman. Purdue
Agric. Expt. Sta. 1969. Correspondence dated December 19,1969.
WABASH

Pedigree: F9 selectionofI [Lycopersicon pimpinellifolium (P.I.
79532) x Indiana Baltimore) x Rutgers] x Dwarf Stone x Firesteel!
x Fireball.

Characteristics: small~,~,.I, market gardent and early processing.

~omes, M. L., H. T. Erickson, E. C. Tigchelaar and R. J. Barman. Purdue
Agric. Expt. Sta. 1969. Correspondence dated December 19,1969.
DWARF ITALIAN

Pedigree: F12 selectionof I (Lycopersicon pimpinellifolium (P.I.
79532) x Indiana Baltimore) x Rutgers] x Dwarf Stone x Firesteellx
Roma.

Characteristics: ~,~,~,!., for machine harvest.

Tomes, M. L., H. T. Erickson, E. C. Tigchelaar, and R. J. Barman. Purdue
Agric. Expt. Sta. 1969. Correspondence dated December 19,1969.
REDBUSH

Pedigree: (see next page).

,
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Redbush

Fl

{
ROma

F6

High pigment line
from Campbell Soup Co.

i
Mozark

~

u, hp, W

F4 High pigment line
from Campbell Soup Co.

F3

hp, "delta bush"

F5

High pigment line
from Campbel~ Soup Co.

Marglobe

P.1. 127827,
(L. hir§~tum)

Baltimore

Rutgers

P.I.1264445,
(L. hirsutum)

Characteristics: ~,~, I, bush type (A.bush)
Vine is a small compact bush with excellent foliage cover presumably
originating from L. hirsutum. This vine type has been tentatively
designated "delta bush". Fruits are small paste (1.6 oz average)
with excellent resistance to cracking "and splitting. Internal and
external color above average. Fruits are firm with a good stylar scar,
small stem scar and good internal core. Developed as a main season
processing variety for mechanical harvest.

Katan, J., N. Kedar, and I. Wahl. ,1966. Breeding tomato varieties resistant
to Fusarium wilt. Hassadeh 40:613-616, (Hebrew). Released 1962.
REHOVOT13 (synon. Marmande Rehovot).
Pedigree: Fl (Homestead x Marmande) x Marmande. Selections of BC2
selfed for three generations.
Characteristics: ~+, u+, I, plant vigorous, Marmande type fruit, .

multi-locular, fasciated, flattened. Accounts for about 25% of production
for local market in Israel.

Menis, J.; Kibbutz Eilon. Volcani Institute of Agricultural Research
recommended variety list, 1961. Released 1959. .

EILON
Pedigree: Selection from early generation breeding line obtained from
University of Cal~fornia, Daivs. .

Characteristics: ~+, I, u+, large ~blate, firm and crack resistant
fruit, vigorous plant, late maturity. Accounts for about 25% of
production for local market in Israel.
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Naphtolsky, N. (introduction); selected by F. Levi, Kibbutz Hefzi Ba.

Volcani Institute of Agricultural Research. Recommended variety
list, 1961. Released 1939.
MARMANDE HEFZI BA

Pedigree: Selection from variety "Marmande" introduced from France
in 1928.

Characteristics: ~+, u+, rough oblate fruit, relatively early maturity.
Formerly the variety of general use in Israel. Now largely replaced
by Fusarium resistant. varieties, except for the winter and early spring.

Frankel, R., and D. Lapushner. Volcani Institute of Agricultural Research.
Recommended variety list, 1967. Released 1962.

EIN GEDI (syn. Ein Gedi 13)

Pedigree: Fl hybrid between "Ace", ms17 and a nematode resistant
breeding line with a "Pearson" background.

Characteristics: ~,~, Mi, u, large fl. globe, good cover, late
but concentrated yield. Planted in fall for early spring yield,
spring season in Israel.

"Hazeri" Seed Co., Israel. Correspondence, 1969.
KFAR SHALEM 14.

Pedigree: Selection from a
Characteristics: ~, rough
yield, small plant.

Retig, Nira, N. Kedar, and J. Katan. 1968. Gamad, a tomato variety for
processing. Hassadeh, 9:927-929 (Hebrew). Released 1967.
GAMAD (Line No. 54).
Pedigree: Flof (Roma FRxAcc. 135) x Red Top V9. Lines selfed and
selected for 3 generations. Line No. 54 named Gamad.
Characteristics: ~,~, small longated ft., res. to sunscald. Widely
grown in Israel, with or without irrigation in spring or summer.
Processing type not adapted to combine harvest.

Variety released 1953.

cross between Marmande and Dwarf Gem.

oblate ft., first early concentrated

Gilbert, J. C. University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii
dated November 18,1969.

Anahu x Step 174 (Charleston V.B.L.)
Anahu x Step 305 (Fla.)
Anahu x Manalucie (Fla.)

Hawaii 6351 x Step 390 (Fla.)

Hawaii 6978 x Step 390 (Fla.)

(Anahu-R2
for Hawaiian islands; released for mainland use in 1969.

Variety

ANAHU
KALOHI
ANAHUR
PUUNUI
HEALANI
HAWAII 7604

Fl Hybrids

N-ll
N-52
N-55
N-63
N-65

341
351
352
537
483

1959
1961*
1962
1965*
1967*

* Release dates

96822. Correspondence

Pedigree

(Hawaii 5572) (Hawaii 4857 x Molokai) F7
(Hawaii 6338) (Anahu x Maui) F6

(Hawaii 6~78) (Anahu x 5794-8)F5
(Hawaii 7201) (6725 x 6578) F5
(Hawaii 7316) (Hawaii 6351 x Step 305) F8

(7544-3) (Hawaii 7367 x 7259) F8
(from PI 127 805A (N.C.), Anahu and Kalohi)

Step No. Year

427 1955
1959
1959

426 1962
541 1964

1966
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Characteristics: All Hawaii varieties listed Mi Mi; hybrids Mi mi
ANAHU- Mi Mi, red spider mites--;-some toleranceto

TMV and Rhizoctonia pith rot.
ANAHU R & R2 - improved TMV tolerance to ANAHU
HAWAII 7604 - tolerant bacterial wilt, Mi Mi, I, Sm,

spotted wilt virus (SW-l) and red spider-mites.

Leeper, Paul. 1969 TAMUChico III, A Pear-type, Disease-resistant Tomato
Designed for Machine Harvest. Texas A & M A.E.S. L-830.
TAMUCHICO III
Pedigree: Step 54 x Southland (Step 54 x Southland) x W 4l5-lS55

I I (sel Porte)
selection selection

I I

II 268556 F II. 3905591 .

I

segregation & selection
I

W 231
Massed as M-lll

.Characteristics: small sp, pear, I, Sm, for processing, machine harvest.

Leeper, Paul. 1969. TAMU Monte Grande, A new Fresh Market Tomato for
South Texas. Texas A & M A.E.S. L-829.
TAMU MONTE GRANDE

Pedigree: 9th generation selection of El Monte.

Step 54, Southland, Red Top
I

M-6
Texas A.E.S.

x
I

Fl
I

segreg~tion & selection
I

M-73 (El Monte)
I

TAMil Monte Grande

Step 388
(Fla. )

Characteristics: large sp, I, Sm, for fresh market

Petrescu, C. Bucharest, Romania. Correspondence
dated July, 1969.
Correction for pedigree of lin~ Nr 2R70/1n-vvnT_' ':} ~& ",__1__' ---
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Pedigree:

1936 .

Break of Day L. pimpine11ifo11um
I (S. racemigerum)I
I

F8I
I

2870/1b (1941)
I
I
I

XXIV (1956)I
I
I

XXIV-13 Tiomnocrasn1i

(1959) II
I

F1 (XXIV-13 X Tiomnocrasnii) 1964

Pedigree:

Break of Day ;~~~ L. pimpine11ifo1ium

Kecskemet

F8
I
I

2870/1b (1941)
I
I
I

XXIV (1956)
I
I
I

363... .XXIV-13

F1 (Kecskemet 363 X XXIV-13) (1964)

Petrescu, C. Bucharest, Romania. Correspondence dated July, 1969.

TRIUMPH F1 (TGC 19:42) and VIT~1INA Fl (TGC 19:45) are reciprocal
crosses.

Pecaut, P., and H. Laterrot. Institut National de 1a Recherche Agronomique
84 Montfavet, France. 1969.
ROSSOL

Pedigree: Loran Blook x 5 (Roma) x Ronita
Characteristics: u, sp, Ve, I, Mi, Roma type

PIERSOL
Pedigree: Loran Blood x 5 (Saint-Pierre) x Piernita x 2 (Piertarum, Mi
I sister line of Piernita, issued from Anahu x Saint-Pierre)

Characteristics: u+, sp+, Ve, I, Mi, Saint-Pierre type.

Meszo1y, Gy. Agricultural Experimental Institute of Duna-Tiszakoz,

Kecskemet, Hungary. Correspondence December, 1969.

Tomato varieties of Kecskemet 1946-1967 (Kecskemeti paradicsomfajtak
szarmazasi tablazata 1946-1967).

Explanation of pedigree chart:

Mutacio=Mutation; Clad. e1lenallo=resistant to Cladosporium; tip./tipusl =
.. .. .. .. .

type; gombolyu = round; oval = oval: longum = long; Marker tipus = stra1n
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( with yellowisch-green leaves / z& /; konnyen szakado gepiszedesre alkalmas
torzsek = strains with easily removable fruit, suitable for machine harvest;
A kecskemeti fajhibridek tovabbi leszarmazasat kulon tablazat tartalmazzal_.
Pedigree of species--hybrids of Kecskemet is shown on another table!

Species-hybrids of Kecskemet 1955-1967 (Kecskemeti paradicsom fajhibridek
szarmazasi tabl~zata 1955-1967).

Explanation of pedigree chart:

Determinalt fajtak = determinate varieties; folytonos novekedesu
fajtak = indeterminate varieties; Komplex fajhibrid = Complex species-
hybrids; TMVtol., Clad. ellenallo = TMV tolerant, Cladosporium resistant;
Fajtaminositesre bejelentve = reported for State release; egysz./
egyszinu/ = uniform / ~ /; ketszinu = bi-coloured; det/determinalt/=
determinate / ~ /; novenynemesito = plant breeder.

,

kECSI(EMETI PARADICSOMFAJTAk SZARMAZAsl TABLAZATA - 1946-1967

K.363

139/3 XN2371l(IMMARGlOBE X BOlG.KONZERV 21

~.
IK.151~lliJ U

n IK.151~IL.peruvi8numlKORAl 1C.151

lonum

1962

1963
IMONEYMAKER~IK.CSEME6E

1C.952
RBus"B.efsteak9)X K.legkor.J;,)X

~
F.

lStono.. O.,.rfXMerevn.K.rlik f; 6
Ebb;;1 hu.dt ki. s.rganold leve

.Marker ti:us'
iIK.TORPE 59-601

[jMA.RICER 1 HETEROZISI1966 )"(~ )"(~ )"(~
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I(ECSI(EMETIPARADICSOM FAJHIBRIDEk
, , , ,

SZARMAZASI TABLAZATA
1955-1967

.. ." ,
FOLYTONOS NOVEKEDESU fAJTAK

(K.Fh.15899 ~K.Fh.26 ~d')F1
(K.Fh.17069 X "d')~
(KFh.17389x . d')F1
(K.Fh.17409x "d')F1

(K.Fh.1589 *- K.70 d') F1 (K.Fh.17639 X "d')F1 y

(K.Fh.1706 X K.70 d') F;, (K.Fh.15899 X K.Fh.25 F3d')F.,
(K,Fh.1738 X K.70 d') ~ (K.Fh.17069x . d')F.,
(K.Fh.1740 X K.70 d') F1 (K.Fh.17389 X ' d')F.,
(K.Fh.1763 XK.70d')F1 (K.Fh.1740,?X , d')F.,

(28 75/R (Walter) X K.70 d') F1 (K.Fh.1763,?X " d')F.,
(29 ALEXANDER X K.70 d') F1 (K.Fh.1589 9 X K.Fh.27 F3d')f'.t
(30 W 213-66 X K.70 d') F1 (K.Fh.1706 9 X "d')F.,
(37 ALEXANDER630.818XSUPERMARMAND~Bc,?XK.70d')F1 (KFh.1738'j1X" d')F.,
(38 ALEXANDER630.B18X ST.PIERRE 3Bc9XK.70d')f.t (K.Fh.1740<j1X, d')F.,
(39 AL"EXANDER630.818X MONEYMAKER 3Bc,?XK.70 d')F1 (KFh.1763 ~X "d')F.,

(2/3.75/R (Walter) )9X (K.Fh.1589,-1706, -1738, -1740, -1763)~
(29 ALEXANDER )~X " " " " ,,)f.t
(30 W213-66 )9X " . " " . )F1
(37 ALEXANDER630.818 X SUPER MARMAND3 Bc)~ X n n " " " )F1
(38 ALEXANDER 630.818 X ST.PIERRE 38c)<j1X " " , " " )F1
(39 ALEXANDER 630.818XMONEYMAKER 3Bc)~X H . " " ,,)~

DUNA-TlSZA KOZI MEZOGAZDASAGI KUTATO INTEZET, KECSKEMETL1955-1967 - NOVENYNEMESITO:DR.MESZOLY GYULA

[jQ631Fajtaminosltesrebejelentve:

I K.KONZ.4BSI);,(IK.Fh.173BX K.KORA!l

1196511 K.Fh. 70 det.I~IK.TORPE egysz.1

1966 I(.TORPE tip.59-60
e~ysz(nu.Clad"elienaIl6

119671 II 00 00 00 ~
X X X X
?<:
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